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1 INTRODUCTION
This Engagement Log provides an engagement record for the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility. The
Bluefish Facility is primarily located on Prosperous Lake, 39 km north of Yellowknife, NT, on the
Yellowknife River system.
The operation of the facility requires a water licence from the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water
Board (MVLWB) under the direction of the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act and the
Waters Act. As part of the water licence application process, NTPC is required to gather input
from stakeholders on the application package and to continue engagement throughout the term of
the licence. Engagement will provide an opportunity for stakeholders to contribute knowledge and
solutions to the process, which is mutually beneficial to all parties involved.
This log was developed to document the detailed engagement process that NTPC undertook in
the months leading up to submitting a water licence renewal for the project. This engagement
process was completed to gather information from stakeholders to help guide the application. The
engagement process was guided by the Bluefish Hydro Facility- Engagement Plan- July 2020
(NTPC, 2020). Engagement also occurs under the Bluefish Hydro land use permit MV2017X0005
for the operation of the facility and winter road.

1.1 BLUEFISH FACILITY
The Bluefish facility makes use of water from the Yellowknife River drainage basin. Prior to the
damming of Bluefish Lake in 1940 and diverting of the Yellowknife River through the Bluefish
facility, the Yellowknife River connecting Bluefish and Prosperous Lakes went over a waterfall at
the outlet from Bluefish Lake. Prosperous Lake is approximately 38 m lower than Bluefish Lake.
The Bluefish Facility is the oldest hydro facility in the N.W.T. with the original Bluefish Lake Dam
constructed in 1940 and the G1 generating plant and Duncan Lake dam completed in 1942.The
original Bluefish Lake Dam was a timber crib structure buttressed on the upstream and
downstream with rock fill that was constructed at a waterfall at the outlet of Bluefish Lake The
facility was constructed to provide electricity to operate the Cominco Gold Mine in Yellowknife. In
1994 the G2 generating plant was built 20m west of the G1generating plant Duncan Lake, 20 km
north east of the Bluefish Lake, provides the majority of the water storage for the Bluefish facility.
Water from Duncan Lake and the Yellowknife River flows into Bluefish Lake where it in enters the
intake head gate. The intake leads to a 760 m long unlined rock tunnel. From the tunnel, a 3 m
diameter, 150 m long steel penstock bifurcates and connects to two powerhouses each
containing a single unit. NTPC generally operates the new unit and utilizes the old unit as a
variable flow generator when the electrical demand exceeds the capacity of the new unit. There
are several additional buildings located near the powerhouses, including two trailers housing
operations employees.
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The main storage reservoir for the Bluefish Facility is at Duncan Lake. Water flows from Duncan
Lake through the Duncan Lake Dam along the McCrea River to Neck Lake, then to Short Point
and Angle Lake. Water from Angle Lake flows into Quyta Lake where the McCrea River system
joins the Yellowknife River system, and then on to Bluefish Lake.
The primary purpose of the Duncan Lake dam is to provide a water supply for power generation
at the Bluefish Plants. The Duncan Lake control dam was originally built in 1942 as a rockfill
timber crib structure, It was relocated and replaced in 1974 with a concrete gravity dam consisting
of a stoplog opening and overflow spillway, and repaired in 1994, 2007, and 2017.
The Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility is outlined in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Bluefish Hydro Facility- General Site Location
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Figure 2: Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility
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1.2 CORPORATE CONTACT INFORMATION
NTPC contact information for the Bluefish WL is as follows:
Matthew Miller
Senior Environmental Licensing Specialist
4 Capital Drive
Hay River, NWT X0E 1G2
Tel: (867) 874-5314 mmiller@ntpc.com
Eileen Hendry, C.E.T.
Manager, System Control
Northwest Territories Power Corporation
P.O. Box 2250
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P7
E: eileenhendry@ntpc.com
P: 1-867-669-3301
C: 1-867-444-1170
Doug Prendergast
Manager, Communications
4 Capital Drive
Hay River, NWT X0E 1G2
Tel: (867) 874-5202 dprendergast@ntpc.com
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2 LICENCE RENEWAL APPLICATION ENGAGEMENT
NTPC completed a thorough engagement process leading up the water licence application to
gather input from stakeholders on the package.
The engagement process provided an opportunity for stakeholders to contribute knowledge and
solutions to the water licence application and this engagement will continue throughout the
application process and operation of the facility.
The Engagement process was completed during the COVID-19 public health pandemic and inperson meetings and public information sessions were not possible due to social distance
measures in place to protect public health
Some key tools that were employed in the engagement process are:
•

Electronic mail (email) and notification letters;

•

Phone conversations;

•

Providing an Information Package to all stakeholders regarding Bluefish Facility and water
licence renewal application;

•

Publication of information on Bluefish water licence renewal process on NTPC social media
accounts (Facebook and Twitter)

•

Virtual engagement meetings with stakeholders to gather input on the water licence renewal
application (hosted using Skype software platform);

•

Online Public Information Sessions with a presentation on the Bluefish Facility and water
licence renewal application with opportunities for questions (hosted using Microsoft Teams
software)
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2.1 PARTIES ENGAGED
NTPC has identified a number of aboriginal, municipal, territorial and federal governments,
governmental organizations and private organizations as parties to be engaged as part of the
land-use permit application. These parties and organizations are presented in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Parties Engaged
Organization

Organization

Akaitcho IMA Implementation Office
Bathurst Inlet Development Ltd.
Bathurst Inlet Lodge

INAC - NWT Inspectors
INAC - Yellowknife
Katlodeeche First Nation

Canadian Northern Economic Development
Agency - NWT Region
Cassidy Point Association
CIRNAC-CARD
City of Yellowknife
Dene Nation
Deninu K'ue First Nation
Det'on Cho Corporation

Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation - Chief or
Wildlife, Lands and Environment
Local Lease Holders
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact
Review Board
Manitoba Denesuline
MVLWB
New Discovery Mines Ltd.
New Nadina Explorations Limited

Environment and Climate Change Canada
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Fort Resolution Metis Council
Forward Mining

North Slave Metis Alliance
Northwest Territory Metis Nation
NWT & Nunavut Chamber of Mines
NWT- OROGO

GNWT - ENR (Environment and Natural Resources) Salt River First Nation
GNWT - ENR - EAM
(Environmental Assessment and Monitoring)

Smith's Landing First Nation

GNWT - ENR - North Slave Region

Tlicho Government

GNWT - Executive and Indigenous Affairs
GNWT - INF (Infrastructure)

Tlicho Lands Protection
Department
Tlicho Regulatory Specialist

GNWT - ITI (Industry, Tourism and Investment)
GNWT - Lands

Town of Fort Smith
Town of Hay River

GNWT - Lands - North Slave Region

Wek' eezhii Renewable Resources Board

GNWT - MACA (Municipal and Community Affairs)

West Point First Nation

GNWT - PPCA (Policy,
Planning, Communications and Analysis (w/in ITI))

WLWB

GNWT - PWNHC (Prince of Wales Northern
Heritage Centre (w/in ECE))
Hamlet of Fort Resolution

Yellowknives Dene First Nation
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3 ENGAGEMENT RECORD
3.1 ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
A summary of all engagement undertaken leading up to the water licence renewal application is
presented below. This includes an entry for each engagement, including the following information:
•

Date of engagement;

•

Name of party or group;

•

Format of engagement;

•

Individuals attending;

•

Issue or topic of discussion;

•

Comments received by NTPC; and

•

Description of issues that were jointly resolved or which remain outstanding.

An overview of the engagement results is presented in Table 3-1.
Some of the key milestones in the engagement process for the land use permit were:
1. Verified stakeholder distribution list with the MVLWB.
a. On May 5, 2020 the MVLWB provided an updated distribution list for the Bluefish
water licence. Additional contact were added to this list as they emerged through
the engagement process.
2. Email to all stakeholders with notification letter regarding the NTPC’s Type A water
licence renewal application for the Bluefish Hydro Facility. Letter included general
information about the project and application process. The notification letter is included as
Appendix A.
a. Notification email to all stakeholders with letter was sent May 8, 2020.
3. Email to stakeholders in the region with invitation to set up virtual engagement meetings
to gather further information for the project given COVID-19 pandemic.
a. Yellowknives Dene, City of Yellowknife, Dene Nation, North Slave, Metis Alliance,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and GNWT Environment and Natural
Resources (ENR) contacted on May 22, 2020.
b. Tlicho Government contacted on May 25, 2020
c.

Cassidy Point Homeowners Association contact on May 27, 2020

4. Providing an Information Package to all stakeholders regarding Bluefish Facility and
water licence renewal application. Information package provided by email and provided
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dates for the online public information sessions. Information Package is included as
Appendix B.
a. Information Package sent to all stakeholders on May 28, 2020
5. Online Public Information Sessions were hosted that included a presentation on the
Bluefish Facility and water licence renewal application with opportunities for questions
(hosted using Microsoft Teams software). Online Public Information Sessions Information
is provided in Appendix C including notification poster, Yellowknifer advertisement, text
for Cabin Radio Ad, presentation slides and meeting notes
a. Notification poster sent to all stakeholders on June 4, 2020.
b. Yellowknifer advertisement ran in June 10, 2020 issue
c.

Cabin Radio Advertisement ran 10 times per day on June 10-12, 2020

d. Sign in information was provided to all stakeholders on June 10, 2020
e. Online Public Information Session 1 was held at 7:00pm on June 11, 2020
f.

Online Public Information Session 2 was held at 2:00pm on June 12, 2020

6. Virtual stakeholder engagement meetings were held with stakeholders to gather input on
the water licence renewal application (hosted using Skype software platform). Agenda
was provided to all attendees before meeting and notes were provided after meeting
concluded for comment. All stakeholder engagement agendas and meeting notes are
include in Appendix D.
a. Virtual stakeholder engagement meeting with Tlicho Government was held on
June 3, 2020
b. Virtual stakeholder engagement meeting with DFO was held on June 8, 2020
c.

Virtual stakeholder engagement meeting with North Slave Metis Alliance was
held on June 9, 2020

d. Virtual stakeholder engagement meeting with ENR was held on June 10, 2020
e. Virtual stakeholder engagement meeting with Yellowknives Dene was held on
June 23, 2020
The points above only outline the major milestones of the engagement process. A detailed record
of all engagement interaction with all stakeholders throughout the pre-submission engagement
period is outlined in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: Detailed Engagement Record
Date

Item

Parties

2020-05-05

Email- from

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

Cc'd

Email providing an updated distribution list for the Bluefish water licence..

2020-05-08

Email- to

All stakeholders outlined in Table 2-1, full email list provided in Appendix A

2020-05-08

Email- from

jpellissey@wrrb.ca

Email- from

Clint Ambrose <Clint_Ambrose@gov.nt.ca>

Email- to

Clint Ambrose <Clint_Ambrose@gov.nt.ca>

Email- from

Clint Ambrose <Clint_Ambrose@gov.nt.ca>

Email- from

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

Email- from

dave drwgcl.com <dave@drwgcl.com>

Email- to

Dave drwgcl.com <dave@drwgcl.com>

Phone call with

dave drwgcl.com <dave@drwgcl.com>

Email- from

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

Phone call with

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-08

2020-05-08

2020-05-08

2020-05-11

2020-05-12
2020-05-12

2020-05-12

dave drwgcl.com <dave@drwgcl.com>

Email- from

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-15

2020-05-22

Email to all stakeholders with notification letter regarding the NTPC’s Type A water licence renewal application for the Bluefish
Hydro Facility
Email stating “the WRRB will respond through the WLWB process”
Email stating “Thanks for notification of the upcoming water licence renewal. We will keep apprised of the renewal process for
the water licence since we inspect & enforce the covenants of lease 85J/9-17 and operating conditions of land use permit
MV2017X0005. It is imperative that all authorizations are inspected/enforced in a consistent manner”
Email verifying requirements and stating “. We will be sure to keep you and your team included on all engagement
information. Let me know if there are any specific documents or plans you would like to review beforehand as well. “
Email stating “nothing at this time for review”

Email to follow up on call stating: “Based an initial review of the information provided on the New Discovery Mines Ltd. water
licence application a couple points have been provided below:
1) Removing 120m3/day of water for 300 days per year (total of 36,000m3) from the Bluefish system is not expected to have
an impact on generation at the Bluefish Hydro Facility. As such NTPC has no concerns with the quantity of water use
requested in the proposed licence
2) The winter road for the site follows the same route as the NTPC winter road to the Bluefish Facility across Prosperous
Lake which is regulated under MVLWB LUP MV2017X0005. To ensure conditions are met NTPC would like more information
regarding the proposed winter road for the project such as:
Proposed winter road schedule (annual road?, expected start date, end date etc.)
Maximum hauling weights required
Estimates for yearly hauling amounts/schedules (approximately xx trips over xx timeframe)
Any plans for cost sharing for the shared section of the road
3) NTPC would like some more information on the water treatment system, effluent quality and sampling parameters”
Email verifying interest in engagement process stating” Yes, ENR GNWT would like to be part of the pre-application process
and review of this renewal application. The preferred mode is conference call. and we would like any application information
to distribute to our reviewers as well by email”
Email to verify engagement schedule and plan and major milestones dates

2020-05-13

Email- to

Doug Prendergast, Colin
Steed, Eileen Hendry, Eddie
Smith, Dean Mozdzen
(NTPC), Tyree Mullaney
(MVLWB)
rjennings@wrrb.ca
scott_stewart@gov.nt.ca,
brandon_bradbury@gov.nt.c
a
scott_stewart@gov.nt.ca,
brandon_bradbury@gov.nt.c
a
scott_stewart@gov.nt.ca,
brandon_bradbury@gov.nt.c
a

Email stating “Thank you for the letter, please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. “
Email stating “We have been trying to phone or send email to someone at the Northwest Territories Power Corp concerning
water usage. We own a licensed and permitted mine site 45 km north of the Bluefish hydroelectric power plant and will be
using a nominal amount of water for diamond drilling, dust suppression and processing, all of the water being returned to the
water shed. We are drawing from Discovery Lake, which drains via a series of small ponds and waterways into the
Yellowknife River. We wish to initiate contact and provide information as needed to whomever is interested in this data”
Email with notification letter for the Bluefish Water Licence renewal and commitment to add you contact into the list for future
engagement as well. providing GIS information on project and information on winter road permit.
Phone call to discuss New Discovery Mines water licence and land use permit and implications on Bluefish Hydro water
licence and land use permit
Email stating “Today at the Executive Directors meeting, they discussed the engagement letter that you sent out to start the
engagement process. The thoughts are that the letter that you sent out seeking what people want in terms of engagement is
a good start but if it is the only form of engagement it could result in engagement being deemed inadequate. Reason being
that you should be exercising and offering options such as Zoom etc. to try and get face to face (although not in person). This
has been recognized as a concern and you may wish to reach out more proactively. You might get comments saying the
same thing back and if you do the Board would weigh that very heavily just keep a detailed engagement log”
Verifying with the MVLWB that NTPC will provide options for face to face virtual meetings to ensure stakeholders get a face to
face interaction in meetings and throughout the engagement process.

2020-05-11

2020-05-11

Description
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Date

Item

Parties

2020-05-22

Email- to

walexander@yellowknife.ca

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-22

Email- to

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net, lands@nsma.net

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-22

Email- to

ebetsina@ykdene.com, esangris@ykdene.com, jblack@ykdene.com

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-22

Email- to

lands@denenation.com

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-22

Email- to

jeff.moyer@dfo-mpo.gc.ca, Danielle.Dickson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-22

Email- to

sambullock@denenation.com

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-22

Email- to
Email- from

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca

2020-05-22

Cc'd

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
jeff.moyer@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,
Christian.Marcoux@dfompo.gc.ca,
gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
jeff.moyer@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,
Christian.Marcoux@dfompo.gc.ca,
gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Danielle.Dickson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Email- to

2020-05-22

Description

Danielle.Dickson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

adelaide@nsma.net

Email to connect with Yellowknife staff as Danielle had transferred.

Email to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
Email to express interest in engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal and to introduce new staff
Adelaide.
Email to follow-up engagement schedule and plan and major milestones dates, inquired on if parties would have adequate
technology/support to participate?
Email to respond to inquiry if parties would have adequate technology/support to participate, stated “
Parties would just need a computer and access to the internet to take part. I am not sure if NTPC could provide any additional
support other than that. Again, this is a unique situation so let us know if there is any feedback as we want to ensure the
engagement process will be approved and not delay the application”
Email to ask if NTPC asked parties if they have adequate technology/support to participate?
Email providing example email template that we sent to NSMA, YK Dene, City of YK, GNWT ENR, DFO and Dene Nation
regarding virtual face to face meetings

2020-05-25

Email- from

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net,

2020-05-25

Email- from

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-25

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-25

Email- from

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-25

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-25

Email- to

2020-05-25

Email- from

tyannasteinwand@tlicho.com, violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,
jolinehuskey@tlicho.com, ginger.gibson@thefirelightgroup.com
violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com

2020-05-26

Email- to

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com

2020-05-26
2020-05-26

Email- to
Email- from

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net,
Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net,

adelaide@nsma.net
adelaide@nsma.net

Email requesting documents and maps for application
Email providing general site figure for Bluefish and stating “We are developing an information package to be sent out this
Friday. In the meantime, I have attached a draft figure of the general site location. According to the Tłıc̨ hǫ Land Use Plan the
site falls within the Mǫwhí Gogha Dè Nı˛ı˛tłèè Boundary area. We will follow up with the info package on Friday and let us
know about dates for setting up a meeting as well.”
Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal.
Email to verify details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal.

2020-05-26

Email- from

kfnchief@katlodeeche.com

kfnceo@katlodeeche.com

Email stating “Thank you Matthew for the notice. So did you say the South Slave area?”

2020-05-26

Email- from

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

longinusekwe@tlicho.com

Email to verify meeting details and introduce new staff member Longinus

2020-05-27

Email- to

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

longinusekwe@tlicho.com

2020-05-27

Email- to

kfnchief@katlodeeche.com

kfnceo@katlodeeche.com

Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal.
Email providing general site figure for Bluefish and stating “Thanks for your email. The Bluefish site is in the North Slave
region north of Yellowknife. I have attached a draft figure for your reference. Let me know if there is any other information I
can provide or there is anything you would like to discuss”

2020-05-27

Email- to

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net,

adelaide@nsma.net, Doug P,
Eileen H
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Date

Item

Parties

Cc'd

Description
Email with WL renewal notification letter stating ‘A notification letter regarding the upcoming Water Licence Renewal for the
Bluefish Hydro Facility is attached to this email for your review. An information package on the renewal application will be
provided by the end of this week as well. As a stakeholder for the Bluefish Hydro Facility NTPC would like to set up an
engagement meeting with your organization as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal. Due to the current COVID-19
pandemic in-person meetings with stakeholders are not currently possible. However, NTPC would like to propose virtual face
to face meetings using Skype or Microsoft teams to gather input on the application package. Would you have any availability
between June 1-12, 2020 for a virtual face to face meeting? If so please let us know a date and time that works, and we will
set it up”

2020-05-27

Email- from

2020-05-27

Email- to

2020-05-27

Email- to

jeff.moyer@dfo-mpo.gc.ca, Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,
gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
walexander@yellowknife.ca

2020-05-27

Email- to

ebetsina@ykdene.com, esangris@ykdene.com, jblack@ykdene.com

2020-05-27

Email- to

sambullock@denenation.com

2020-05-27

Email- to

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca

Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-27

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

2020-05-27

Email- from

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca

Email to follow-up engagement schedule and plan and major milestones dates
Email to set up details and participants for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

2020-05-27

Email- from

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

2020-05-27

Email- to

debbiendoug@theedge.ca, karattray@gmail.com, vic.wanda@gmail.com,
clyne.paul@gmail.com, korver.d@gmail.com, slanglois@rtl.ca,
nahum_lee@gov.nt.ca

2020-05-28

Email- to

korver.d@gmail.com

2020-05-28

Email- from

drapes@ssimicro.com, nwtbraden@yahoo.ca (Cassidy Point Ass.)

Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
lands@denenation.com

longinusekwe@tlicho.com

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca

rick_walbourne@gov.nt.ca,
davidscott_mcquinn@gov.nt.ca,
heather_beck@gov.nt.ca
rick_walbourne@gov.nt.ca,
davidscott_mcquinn@gov.nt.ca,
heather_beck@gov.nt.ca,
Eileen H, Doug P
Doug Prendergast, Colin
Steed, Eileen Hendry, Eddie
Smith, Dean Mozdzen
(NTPC), Tyree Mullaney
(MVLWB)
rjennings@wrrb.ca

2020-05-28

Email- to

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca

2020-05-28

Email- to

All stakeholders outlined in Table 2-1; full email list provided in Appendix A

2020-05-28

Email- from

jpellissey@wrrb.ca

2020-05-28

Email- from

clint_ambrose@gov.nt.ca

2020-05-29

Email- from

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

longinusekwe@tlicho.com

2020-05-29

Email- from

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

2020-06-01

Email- from

nwtbraden@yahoo.ca (Cassidy Point Ass.)

drapes@ssimicro.com,

Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal.
Email with WL renewal notification letter stating “As lease holders in the Bluefish region I wanted to send along a notification
letter regarding the upcoming Water Licence Renewal for the Bluefish Hydro Facility for your reference. I only have contact
info for a few people (provided by Kevin) so please forward along to anyone else in the area that may be interested. We have
reached out to the Cassidy Point Association as well. Please let me know if you would like to continue to receive information
on the renewal application or have any feedback you would like to provide. I will include you all when we send out an
information package on the renewal application as well Please let me know if there is any additional information I can provide
at this time. If you would like to discuss over the phone please provide a contact number through email and I will follow up with
a call”
Email stating, he would like to be involved in engagement process
Email to set up details and participants for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal, provided
additional contacts for meeting

Engagement Meeting invite

Email with PDF of information package regarding the upcoming Water Licence Renewal for the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility
attached. (Appendix B). Provided dates for two online public information sessions as well.
Response to info package stating, “if there are any questions, the WRRB will be in touch.”
Email confirming receipt of info package
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Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal.
Email stating “Sorry for the delayed response. Thank you very much for offering us the opportunity to attend a meeting
regarding the Bluefish WL renewal. DFO Conservation and Protection Officers have no involvement with Water Licence
renewal as that is outside our lane of expertise. Our team of Fisheries Biologists are familiar with this process and should be
able to provide DFO representation during the renewal process. As per Danielle Dickson email, she has now transferred to a
posting in BC. Over the upcoming weeks I will be completing the review of the Bluefish Hydro Impingement file and will
provide you with an update.”
Email stating” Thank you, Matt, we'll run this up the flagpole with our association exec and get back to you, hopefully within
the next week”

Northwest Territories Power Corporation

Engagement Log

Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility

Date

Item

Parties

Cc'd

Description

2020-06-01

Email- to

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

longinusekwe@tlicho.com

Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal.

2020-06-01

Email- to

korver.d@gmail.com

2020-06-01

Email- to

nwtbraden@yahoo.ca (Cassidy Point Ass.)

drapes@ssimicro.com,

2020-06-02

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

chotson@mvlwb.com

2020-06-02

Email- from

korver.d@gmail.com

2020-06-03

Email- to

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

longinusekwe@tlicho.com,
Doug P, Eileen, H

Provided Meeting Agenda

2020-06-03

Virtual Face to
Face Engagement
Meeting

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com, longinusekwe@tlicho.com, Doug P,
Eileen, H

l

Meeting Notes provided in Appendix D

Doug Prendergast, Colin
Steed, Eileen Hendry, Eddie
Smith, Dean Mozdzen
(NTPC), Tyree Mullaney
(MVLWB)

Email with notification poster regarding the public information session for the Bluefish water licence renewal. Provided in
Appendix C

Email ensuring that Dan will be involved in engagement process
Email stating “As a stakeholder it would be great to set up a quick skype teleconference/virtual meeting to discuss the
application. If you let us know a day and time that works we can set one up”
Email to provide and verify detailed engagement process to date, planned actions and dates and timing
Email stating “I haven’t read through the material yet, but I do have 3 points about the impact of the dam’s operation on my
use of the area:
1) Water Spillage: at a certain point each winter, usually December, NTPC pulls a log at Duncan causing water to flood the
perimeter of Neck, Short Point and Angle Lake. This water can cause sudden and substantial ponding of unfrozen water at the
access to portages and trails. It would be nice if NTPC would notify users in the area of the timing and magnitude of this
flooding.
2) Water wastage: why they are spilling water in the winter vs. storing it in the system for future use? I’ve observed spilling of
water in the winter during low water years.
3) summer access around bluefish hydro site. What is the formal process for summer access around the bluefish hydro site?
Currently some people get assistance across the site from staff, some people portage across the site, starting from the dock,
and some people use the road network through the site from the barge landing. The section of JV winter road from
Prosperous to Bluefish is inappropriate for summer use and is at least twice the length as the hydro site accesses. The dam
site represents an interruption in the use of a traditional route up and down the Yellowknife River. Access should be
addressed.”

2020-06-04

Email- to

All stakeholders outlined in Table 2-1; full email list provided in Appendix A

2020-06-04

Email- to

korver.d@gmail.com

2020-06-04
2020-06-04

Email- to

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

Email- to

2020-06-04

Email- to

ebetsina@ykdene.com, esangris@ykdene.com, jblack@ykdene.com
violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com, longinusekwe@tlicho.com, Doug P,
Eileen, H

2020-06-05

Email - from

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

2020-06-05

Email - to

violetcamsellblondin@tlicho.com,

2020-06-05

Email- to

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

longinusekwe@tlicho.com,
Doug P, Eileen, H
longinusekwe@tlicho.com,
Doug P, Eileen, H
gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

2020-06-08

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

chotson@mvlwb.com

2020-06-08

Phone call with

korver.d@gmail.com

2020-06-08

Email- to

korver.d@gmail.com

2020-06-08

Email- to
Virtual Face to
Face Engagement
Meeting

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
Email to provide and verify detailed engagement process to date, planned actions and dates and timing, included public
session poster and screenshot of layout of public sessions.
Discussed water spillage and timing and summer access at Bluefish
Email stating “Thanks for your call today to discuss the items below. As discussed I will follow up with some verification on
items 1 and 3 once I have discussed with our operations department”
Provided Meeting Agenda

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Meeting Notes provided in Appendix D

2020-06-08

Email to provide phone number to discuss items in email
gerald.fillatre@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
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Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal
Engagement Notes for review
Email stating “I like to make some comments in the meeting we held the other day, please.”
Email stating “Please update the meeting minutes as required and thanks again for your time,.”

Northwest Territories Power Corporation

Engagement Log

Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility

Date

2020-06-08

2020-06-08

Item

Email - from

2020-06-08
2020-06-09
2020-06-09
2020-06-09
2020-06-09

Cc'd

Description

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

gerald.fillatre@dfompo.gc.ca,
alasdair.beattie@dfompo.gc.ca, tatiana.leclercbeaulieu@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Forwarding meeting minutes
Email providing some notes from discussion including “Christian is the Field Supervisor for the Yellowknife office
Took over the impingement file from Danielle Dickenson when she left the department
Christian and his team will be providing a direction to NTPC to implement a more formal maintenance program to avoid long
periods without cleaning the headgate to ensure no impingement occurs such as was reported in June 2019 and verified
through a site visit.
Upon receiving formal direction NTPC will implement a standard operating procedure to ensure inspections take place to
avoid impingement
NTPC requested signage at the Yellowknife River entrance to notify boaters that the Yellowknife River between Prosperous
Lake and Bluefish Lake is closed to sport fishing between September 1 – October 31.
DFO Yellowknife team installed new signs but they were very small and cannot be seen from a boat.
NTPC would like to request that new larger signs be installed that can be read from a boat, possibly 4’ x 6’ or larger
The existing smaller signs that were installed could possibly be used at the Prosperous Lake boat launch
NTPC would like some direction from DFO on who the contact is for the Bluefish water licence renewal. There has been
significant work completed at the Bluefish facility in relation fisheries monitoring, implementation of Standard Operating
Procedures related to fisheries and the installation of fisheries habitat. Given this history NTPC wants to ensure all the proper
information is in the Bluefish water licence renewal package. Offsetting measures proposed in the Taltson Fisheries Act
Authorization are proposed for the Bluefish tailrace and NTPC wants to ensure this is reflected in the water licence renewal
and approval as well.
Please clarify who is the lead contact at DFO for the Bluefish water licence renewal
Once a lead is identified NTPC would be happy to discuss the application package to ensure it provides the required
information”

Email - to

Christian.Marcoux@dfo-mpo.gc.ca,

gerald.fillatre@dfompo.gc.ca,
alasdair.beattie@dfompo.gc.ca, tatiana.leclercbeaulieu@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Email - to

mblack@ykdene.com, mthomas@ykdene.com, wlines@ykdene.com,
kynynd@ykdene.com, saraht@ykdene.com, fsangris@ykdene.com,
ryanm@ykdene.com

ebetsina@ykdene.com,
esangris@ykdene.com,
jblack@ykdene.com

Follow up email to work to set up engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

Email- to

Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>

chotson@mvlwb.com

Email to. verify “if the MVLWB has any issues with the proposed Pubic Sessions format outlined in the previous emails. We
want ensure the format meets the MVLWB requirements to avoid delays in the renewal process “

Email- from

chotson@mvlwb.com

Tyree Mullaney
<tyree@mvlwb.com>

Email stating support for process and plan

Email- from

saraht@ykdene.com

Email to expressing interest in meeting and to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming
Water Licence Renewal

Email- to

saraht@ykdene.com

Email to determine details and timing for engagement meeting as part of the upcoming Water Licence Renewal

Email- to

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net,

Virtual Face to
Face Engagement
Meeting

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net, adelaide@nsma.net, Eileen H, Doug P

Email- to

david-scott_mcquinn@gov.nt.ca,

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca,
rick_walbourne@gov.nt.caEil
een H, Doug P

Provided Meeting Agenda

david-scott_mcquinn@gov.nt.ca, bryana_matthews@gov.nt.ca, Eileen H,

patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca,
rick_walbourne@gov.nt.ca

Meeting Notes provided in Appendix D

2020-06-08

2020-06-08

Parties

adelaide@nsma.net, Eileen
H, Doug P

2020-06-09

2020-06-10

2020-06-10

Virtual Face to
Face Engagement
Meeting
Newspaper
Advertisement for
Bluefish WL
Renewal Public
Engagement
Sessions

Ad in Yellowknifer Newspaper

Follow up e

Provided Meeting Agenda
Meeting Notes provided in Appendix D

Ad provided in Appendix C.
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Northwest Territories Power Corporation

Engagement Log

Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility

Date

Parties

Cc'd

Description

Email- to

All stakeholders outlined in Table 2-1, full email list provided in Appendix A

Doug Prendergast, Colin
Steed, Eileen Hendry, Eddie
Smith, Dean Mozdzen
(NTPC), Tyree Mullaney
(MVLWB)

Email with Poster ad and sign in information for the NTPC Bluefish Water Licence Renewal, Public Engagement Sessions.
Provided in Appendix C.

Radio Ad

30 second radio ad on Cabin Radio

Email- from

jasons@ykdene.com

2020-06-11

Email- to

jasons@ykdene.com

2020-06-11

Email- to

david-scott_mcquinn@gov.nt.ca, bryana_matthews@gov.nt.ca, Eileen H,

2020-06-11

Email- to

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net, adelaide@nsma.net, Eileen H, Doug P

2020-06-11

Email- from

Jess.Hurtubise@nsma.net

adelaide@nsma.net, Eileen
H, Doug

2020-06-11

Email-from

nwtbraden@yahoo.ca (Cassidy Point Ass.)

drapes@ssimicro.com,

2020-06-10

2020-06-10, 11,
12
2020-06-10

2020-06-11

2020-06-12

2020-06-19

Item

Online, Public
Engagement
Session 1
Online, Public
Engagement
Session 2
Email- to

2020-06-24

Virtual Face to
Face Engagement
Meeting
Email- to

2020-06-25

Email- to

2020-06-19

paul@detoncho.com
paul@detoncho.com,
saraht@ykdene.com, Doug
P, Eileen H
patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca,
rick_walbourne@gov.nt.ca

Ad to provide information for the NTPC Bluefish Water Licence Renewal, Public Engagement Sessions. Provided in Appendix
C. Ad ran five times on the 10, 10 time on the 11 and 5 times on the 12.
Meeting invite for June 19, 2020
Email to include Doug, Eileen and Sarah in meeting
Provided Engagement Meeting Notes for comment
Provided Engagement Meeting Notes for comment
Email stating “Thanks for the chat yesterday Matt and NTPC team. The notes provided are a good summary of what was
discussed. We appreciate the engagement process between NTPC and NSMA and look forward to continued collaboration in
the future”
Email stating “Hello Matt, as of this date we have not received anything from our members to your license renewal process...
so I don't see the need to have a specific meeting with our association. I will circulate your poster from June 4 to the
membership... do you have info on the links for joining in? We are planning an AGM for all members on June 27th, and it may
come up then, but for now we do not have any issues to draw out. I might add something that is of casual interest to most of
us, is fluctuating water levels on Prosperous and how it may affect our docks. If you could share your forecasts for spring and
fall outflows on the Yellowknife River system, it would give us some seasonal indication of water levels.
Of course, if there is any sudden or unforecast release or holding of your water, we'd also appreciate knowing.
Otherwise I think we find NTPC to be a good neighbor”
Details provided in Appendix C

Details provided in Appendix C

jasons@ykdene.com
jasons@ykdene.com, paul@detoncho.com, saraht@ykdene.com, Doug P,
Eileen H, ryanm@ykdene.com
tim.tutcho@gmail.com
jasons@ykdene.com, paul@detoncho.com, saraht@ykdene.com, Doug P,
Eileen H, ryanm@ykdene.com
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paul@detoncho.com,
saraht@ykdene.com, Doug
P, Eileen H
paul@detoncho.com,
saraht@ykdene.com, Doug
P, Eileen H
m.horton@ntpc.com
paul@detoncho.com,

Provided Meeting Agenda

Meeting Notes provided in Appendix D
Provided Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information Package as requested
Provided Engagement Meeting Notes for comment

Northwest Territories Power Corporation

Engagement Log

Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility

Date

Item

Parties

Cc'd

2020-06-26

Email-to

nwtbraden@yahoo.ca (Cassidy Point Ass.)

2020-06-26

Email- to

jasons@ykdene.com, paul@detoncho.com, saraht@ykdene.com, Doug P,
Eileen H, ryanm@ykdene.com

2020-06-26

Email- from

drapes@ssimicro.com,

paul@detoncho.com,
saraht@ykdene.com, Doug
P, Eileen H,
ryanm@ykdene.com,
esangris@ykdene.com,
ebetsina@ykdene.com
paul@detoncho.com, , Doug
P, Eileen H,
ryanm@ykdene.com,
esangris@ykdene.com,
ebetsina@ykdene.com
paul@detoncho.com, , Doug
P, Eileen H,
ryanm@ykdene.com,
esangris@ykdene.com,
ebetsina@ykdene.com
drapes@ssimicro.com,

jasons@ykdene.com,

2020-06-26

Email- from

saraht@ykdene.com

2020-06-26

Email- to

saraht@ykdene.com

2020-06-29

Email- from

nwtbraden@yahoo.ca (Cassidy Point Ass.)
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Description
Email stating “Some additional information on your follow up points below:
If you could share your forecasts for spring and fall outflows on the Yellowknife River system, it would give us some seasonal
indication of water levels.
Forecasts are included in the Water Management and Reservoir Operating Plan which is submitted semi-annually (every June
and December) to the MVLWB
Reports are publicly available at https://mvlwb.com/registry/MV2005L4-0008
New water licence in 2021 will have a new page
Water Survey of Canada provides real time flow data throughout the Yellowknife River system as well
https://wateroffice.ec.gc.ca/google_map/google_map_e.html?map_type=real_time&search_type=province&province=NT
https://wateroffice.ec.gc.ca/report/real_time_e.html?stn=07SB003
There are also other inflows into Prosperous Lake that NTPC has no influence on
Of course, if there is any sudden or unforecast release or holding of your water, we'd also appreciate knowing.
Sudden releases of large amounts of water are not possible under normal operations at Bluefish facility given the design of
the facility
Once the Bluefish reservoir is full when plants shutdown it spills around through the spillway
We will keep you and CPA posted as we move forward through the renewal process.
Please let us know if there is any other info we can provide”
Email stating “Also after following up with operations we were wondering if YK Dene would be interested in a site tour to learn
more about the facility, how it operates and the environmental and fisheries work that has been completed in relation to the
facility. NTPC would provide transportation to site by boating across Prosperous Lake for 2-3 elders, 2-3 youth and 2-3 YK
Dene environmental staff.
We would like to propose the tour take place in early September so that participants can view the area during the spawning
season for Whitefish, Lake Trout and Cisco.
Let us know if this would work on your end and if there is any other information we can provide or further items for discussion”
Email stating “Thank you and NTPC very much for accommodating YKDFN’s request. Please work with Sarah to coordinate
the trip.
Hi Sarah,
Please to consult directly with the Chief Ernest and Chief Sangris on the representatives from Ndilo and Dettah.
Kind regards”
Email stating “Hi Jason,
Will do!
Hi Matt,
You have my contact info for coordinating the trip. I’ll follow up on representative selection with Chief Ernest and Chief Sangris
closer to the tour date”
Email stating “We will follow up in August to determine a date that works and further details. Please let us know if there is any
other information we can provide in the meantime or if any other topic comes up as we move forward through the Bluefish WL
renewal.”
Email stating “Thank you Matt good to know. No other questions for now.”

APPENDIX A
NOTIFICATION LETTER TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS
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pSb]vyr^àSÿ\pSb]vyr^àSdsÿ̀UV[uZaVpcYZZS]vVTb^`UbZS^vT[S^àbcÿ\`UV[uZaVpcYZZS]vVTb^`UbZS^vT[S^àbcds
V`aVSa^WTaV`]`S^SvSàSÿ\V`aVSa^WTaV`]`S^SvSàSdsÿrYpUV[YVp_[bTV`TYb^]vrbhc_baq`àSÿ\rYpUV[YVp_[bTV`TYb^]vrbhc_baq`àSds
T[wvuayY^q]^WTcVTYpàSÿ\T[wvuayY^q]^WTcVTYpàSdsÿY^rb]rb[WS[vcY^Y^qàSÿ\Y^rb]rb[WS[vcY^Y^qàSdsÿtYZZz_SY^]qb{a^TàS
\tYZZz_SY^]qb{a^TàSdsÿZSw[YVzc`q[Vqb[]qb{a^TàSÿ\ZSw[YVzc`q[Vqb[]qb{a^TàSdsÿ|STUV^z}ỲUVS]qb{a^TàS
\|STUV^z}ỲUVS]qb{a^TàSdsÿ_ST[Ỳyz`ZS^`u]qb{a^TàSÿ\_ST[Ỳyz`ZS^`u]qb{a^TàSdsÿ}Ỳyz~SZtbw[^V]qb{a^TàS
\}Ỳyz~SZtbw[^V]qb{a^TàSdsÿ}btV[TzV^yY^p]qb{a^TàSÿ\}btV[TzV^yY^p]qb{a^TàSdsÿq^WTzVS]qb{a^TàS
\q^WTzVS]qb{a^TàSdsÿVSTUV[ÿaÿV`yÿ\VSTUV[zV`y]qb{a^TàSdsÿmVTV[zeSpT]qb{a^TàSÿ\mVTV[zeSpT]qb{a^TàSds
ZVxYpzSc_tVZZ]qb{a^TàSÿ\ZVxYpzSc_tVZZ]qb{a^TàSdsÿb^zmbpu^Ỳy]qb{a^TàSÿ\b^zmbpu^Ỳy]qb{a^TàSds
pTwz^Y{V^]qb{a^TàSÿ\pTwz^Y{V^]qb{a^TàSdsÿV^ScY^zVVv]qb{a^TàSÿ\V^ScY^zVVv]qb{a^TàSdsÿS[bZz|b[[Yp]qb{a^TàS
\S[bZz|b[[Yp]qb{a^TàSdsÿRVZS^YVz~YZZYScp]qb{a^TàSÿ\RVZS^YVz~YZZYScp]qb{a^TàSdsÿ[S^vb^z[Svtw[u]qb{a^TàS
\[S^vb^z[Svtw[u]qb{a^TàSdsÿ̀UV[uZzZS[b`wV]qb{a^TàSÿ\`UV[uZzZS[b`wV]qb{a^TàSdsÿ̀ZY^TzSct[bpV]qb{a^TàS
\`ZY^TzSct[bpV]qb{a^TàSdsÿbVzUV[b^]qb{a^TàSÿ\bVzUV[b^]qb{a^TàSdsÿ|SUwczVV]qb{a^TàSÿ\|SUwczVV]qb{a^TàSds
`bTTzTVWS[T]qb{a^TàSÿ\`bTTzTVWS[T]qb{a^TàSdsÿtSZz[pUSv]qb{a^TàSÿ\tSZz[pUSv]qb{a^TàSds
ZY{YSzVV]qb{a^TàSÿ\ZY{YSzVV]qb{a^TàSdsÿ{S^z~SZ]qb{a^TàSÿ\{S^z~SZ]qb{a^TàSdsÿZV^zRS`ySu]qb{a^TàS
\ZV^zRS`ySu]qb{a^TàSdsÿYZS[uzcS`UTS^p]qbZvV[àbcÿ\YZS[uzcS`UTS^p]qbZvV[àbcdsÿSpUSzSZZ]qbZvV[àbc
\SpUSzSZZ]qbZvV[àbcdsÿmS^SuYÿScYS^ÿ\ScYS^zmS^SuY]qbZvV[àbcdsÿS[bZ̀aZS^vp]qcSYZàbc
\S[bZ̀aZS^vp]qcSYZàbcdsÿpSbaUr[]qcSYZàbcÿ\pSbaUr[]qcSYZàbcdsÿTYcacb[Tb^]`S^SvSàSÿ\TYcacb[Tb^]`S^SvSàSds
vY^SUaVZZYbTTf]`S^SvSàSÿ\vY^SUaVZZYbTTf]`S^SvSàSdsÿyr^`UYVr]ySTZbvVV`UVàbcÿ\yr^`UYVr]ySTZbvVV`UVàbcds
yr^V^{Y[b^cV^TSZ]ySTZbvVV`UVàbcÿ\yr^V^{Y[b^cV^TSZ]ySTZbvVV`UVàbcdsÿ̀UYVraZyvr^]qcSYZàbcÿ\`UYVraZyvr^]qcSYZàbcds
Zyvr^ZS^vp]qcSYZàbcÿ\Zyvr^ZS^vp]qcSYZàbcdsÿc`ZYrrV_UYZZY_p][V{YVWtbS[vàSÿ\c`ZYrrV_UYZZY_p][V{YVWtbS[vàSds
WWapuctYb^]pUSWtYàSÿ\WWapuctYb^]pUSWtYàSdsÿ_bTTV^]c{ZWtàbcÿ\_bTTV^]c{ZWtàbcds
vS{VaWUYTV]Sw[b[SqVbp`YV^`Vpàbcÿ\vS{VaWUYTV]Sw[b[SqVbp`YV^`VpàbcdsÿZS^vp]^pcSa^VTÿ\ZS^vp]^pcSa^VTds
TYcaUV[b^]^WTcVTYpàSÿ\TYcaUV[b^]^WTcVTYpàSdsÿVxV`wTY{VvY[V`Tb[]cY^Y^q^b[TUàbc
\VxV`wTY{VvY[V`Tb[]cY^Y^q^b[TUàbcdsÿmSwZY^VzVb^q]qb{a^TàSÿ\mSwZY^VzVb^q]qb{a^TàSdsÿ̀Vbap[r^]^b[TUWVpTVZa^VT
\`Vbap[r^]^b[TUWVpTVZa^VTdsÿ̀UYVrap[r^]^b[TUWVpTVZa^VTÿ\`UYVrap[r^]^b[TUWVpTVZa^VTdsÿZS^vp]pZr^àbc
\ZS^vp]pZr^àbcdsÿZS^vpzSppYpTS^T]pZr^àbcÿ\ZS^vpzSppYpTS^T]pZr^àbcdsÿZS^vpz`wZTw[V]pZr^àbc
\ZS^vpz`wZTw[V]pZr^àbcdsÿqVb[qVcS`yV^YV]TZỲUbàbcÿ\qVb[qVcS`yV^YV]TZỲUbàbcds
qY^qV[aqYtpb^]TUVrY[VZYqUTq[bw_àbcÿ\qY^qV[aqYtpb^]TUVrY[VZYqUTq[bw_àbcdsÿq[S`VcS`yV^YV]TZỲUbàbc
\q[S`VcS`yV^YV]TZỲUbàbcdsÿUV^[ubV]TZỲUbàbcÿ\UV^[ubV]TZỲUbàbcdsÿ{YbZVT`ScpVZZtZb^vY^]TZỲUbàbc
\{YbZVT`ScpVZZtZb^vY^]TZỲUbàbcdsÿTuS^^SpTVY^WS^v]TZỲUbàbcÿ\TuS^^SpTVY^WS^v]TZỲUbàbcdsÿUbbv]rb[TpcYTUàS
\Ubbv]rb[TpcYTUàSdsÿ_WpvY[V`Tb[]USu[Y{V[àbcÿ\_WpvY[V`Tb[]USu[Y{V[àbcdsÿ_VZZYppVu]W[[tàSÿ\_VZZYppVu]W[[tàSds
ZS^v]W_r^àSÿ\ZS^v]W_r^àSdsÿ[wvSp]WZWtàSÿ\[wvSp]WZWtàSdsÿVtVTpY^S]uyvV^Vàbcÿ\VtVTpY^S]uyvV^Vàbcds
VpS^q[Yp]uyvV^Vàbcÿ\VpS^q[Yp]uyvV^VàbcdsÿtZS`y]uyvV^Vàbcÿ\tZS`y]uyvV^Vàbcd
?oÿbwqÿm[V^vV[qSpTÿ\bwqm[V^vV[qSpT]^T_`àbcdsÿbZY^ÿTVVvÿ\bZY^TVVv]^T_`àbcdsÿYZVV^ÿV^v[u
\YZVV^V^v[u]^T_`àbcdsÿvvYVÿcYTUÿ\vvYVcYTU]^T_`àbcdsÿVS^ÿRbvV^ÿ\VS^RbvV^]^T_`àbcdsÿu[VV
RwZZS^Vuÿ\Tu[VV]c{ZWtàbcd
ÿSTTS`UcV^Tpÿfÿ
|bTYrỲSTYb^ÿrb[ÿZwVrYpUÿuv[bÿeS`YZYTuÿ~STV[ÿỲV^`Vÿ}V^VWSZa_vrs
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Health, Safety, & Environment, 4 Capital Drive, Hay River, NT X0E 1G2

May, 2020
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Distribution List
Notification for Bluefish Hydro Facility Water Licence Renewal
Hello,
The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) owns and operates the Bluefish
Hydroelectric Facility. The facility, which is located 39 km north of Yellowknife at the
north end of Prosperous Lake on the Yellowknife River, contributes power to the North
Slave electrical system.
The facility operates under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) water
licence MV2005L4-0008, which regulates the storage and diversion of water for
hydroelectric power generation and associated uses. The facility and associated winter
road are regulated under MVLWB land use permit MV2017X-0005.
Water Licence MV2005L4-0008 was issued in April, 2006 and expires on April 2, 2021.
NTPC is preparing a water licence renewal application package for the continued
operation of the hydro facility. The application will be submitted to the MVLWB in mid
June, 2020.
Due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, in-person meetings and public information
sessions are not currently possible; therefore teleconferences, email correspondence
and social media will be used to gather input on the application. An information package
on the facility and water licence renewal application will be sent to all stakeholders in the
upcoming weeks.
Please confirm whether your organization wishes to be engaged in this process prior to
the submission of the application, and if so, what would be your preferred method of
engagement (email, Skype meeting, teleconference, etc.). As public health restrictions
are lifted, additional engagement opportunities may become available. If you have any
questions or comments or require further information about the upcoming application,
please contact me at MatthewMiller@ntpc.com and mmiller@ntpc.com. Please include
both email addresses on any email correspondence.

Sincerely,
1

Health, Safety, & Environment, 4 Capital Drive, Hay River, NT X0E 1G2

May, 2020

Matthew Miller, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Senior Environmental Licensing Specialist
Northwest Territories Power Corporation

2

APPENDIX B
BLUEFISH HYDROELECTRIC FACILITY- 2020 WATER LICENCE RENEWAL
INFORMATION PACKAGE
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The Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility is owned and operated by the Northwest
Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) and is located approximately 20 km north of
Yellowknife (62◦ 40’ North and 114◦ 15’ West) on the north end of Prosperous Lake
on the Yellowknife River. The facility contributes power to the North Slave Electrical
System and operates under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB) water licence MV2005L4-0008. This licence was issued in April, 2006
and expires on April 2, 2021. NTPC is applying for a water licence renewal for the
facility in 2020. As part of the renewal process NTPC is providing stakeholders with
information about the facility and the renewal process with the aim of gathering
input that will be included in the renewal application.
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The Yellowknife River basin is in the traditional territory of the Wiliideh Yellowknives
Dene who are part of the T’satsaot’ine or Akaitcho Peoples of the Akaitcho
Territory. The Wiliideh Yellowknives Dene are named after the Wiliideh (“Coney
River”) which is also referred to as the Yellowknife River. In English. the Wiliideh
Yellowknives word wilii means Inconnu (a local species of fish) and deh means
flowing water or river. The Yellowknife River or Wiliideh is in the southern part of
the traditional territory of the Wiliideh Yellowknives Dene and is traditionally where
summer was spent. The river was and still is a key transportation route northeast
from Great Slave Lake
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Mouth of the Yellowknife River August 1923
The Yellowknife River basin is also in the traditional area of the Tłıc̨ hǫ and North
Slave Métis Alliance. The Bluefish site falls within the Mǫwhí Gogha Dè Nı˛ı˛tłèè
Boundary area of the Tłıc̨ hǫ Land Use Plan
The Bluefish Facility is the oldest hydro facility in the N.W.T. with the original
Bluefish Lake Dam constructed in 1940 and the G1 generating plant and Duncan
Lake dam completed in 1942. The facility was constructed to provide electricity to
operate the Cominco Gold Mine in Yellowknife
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The original Bluefish Lake Dam was a timber crib structure buttressed
on the upstream and downstream with rock fill that was constructed at
a waterfall at the outlet of Bluefish Lake. The dam was approximately
6 m high and approximately 180 m long, and included spillways
controlled by stoplogs. The Duncan Lake Dam, which provides
storage for the Bluefish facility, was built in 1942 at the outlet of
Duncan Lake. The dam was rebuilt in 1974 using concrete and
repaired in 1994 due to erosion in the left abutment.

Facility Overview
The Bluefish facility generates power that is used in the North Slave
Electrical System. The G1 plant has a generation capacity of 3.5 MW
and the newer G2 plant has a generation capacity of 4.0 MW making
the total generation capacity of the site 7.5 MW. The Bluefish
Hydroelectric Facility, Snare Hydroelectric Facility and Jackfish Lake
Generating Facility provide the electricity for the North Slave Electrical
System which includes Yellowknife, Behchokǫ̀, Ndilǫ, and Dettah.
Under normal operating conditions, output from the Bluefish facility
supplements electricity generated at Snare Hydro, greatly reducing the
need for diesel generation on the North Slave system. In most years,
up to 97% of all the electricity supplied to customers on this system is
produced at Snare and Bluefish, making the North Slave Electrical
System the cleanest in northern Canada.
The Public Utilities’ Board of the Northwest Territories requires NTPC
to maintain sufficient generating capacity to supply peak loads when
the largest component of the system is out of service. For the North
Slave Electrical System, the largest component is the transmission line
connecting Snare Hydro to Yellowknife and surrounding communities.
The generating capacity of the Bluefish facility, combined with diesel
power plants at Jackfish Lake and Frank Channel provide the required
capacity to supply customers when energy from Snare is unavailable.

Four men standing on log and rock-filled cribbing structure
during the construction of the original Bluefish Lake dam.
In 1994 the G2 generating plant was built 20m west of the G1
generating plant. The G1 and G2 plants provided electricity to the
Cominco Gold Mine in Yellowknife until its closure in 2003. NTPC
acquired the facility from Con Miramar Mines in 2003
The Bluefish Lake Dam has been modified on three occasions, in
1973, 1983 and 2007. In 2008 several deficiencies became apparent
and NTPC determined that a new dam needed to be constructed.
Construction of the new dam and spillway approximately 400 meters
downstream of the original dam was completed in 2012. The new dam
and spillway allow for more precise control of flows within the
Yellowknife River and more efficient use of water.

Duncan Lake, 20 km north east of the Bluefish Lake, provides the
majority of the water storage for the Bluefish facility. Water from
Duncan Lake and the Yellowknife River flows into Bluefish Lake where
it in enters the intake headgate. The intake leads to a 760 m long
unlined rock tunnel, then to a 150 meter long metal pipe penstock
connecting to the two generating plants which discharge into in the
Yellowknife River approximately 3km upstream from the outlet into
Prosperous Lake. The spillway runs down the old river channel from
the Bluefish Dam to rejoin the Yellowknife River west of the facility.

Aerial View of the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility.

Bluefish Lake dam and spillway structure constructed in 2012.

The facility also includes two staff housing buildings, equipment
storage buildings and tents, a camp remaining from the construction of
the current dam, a waste incinerator, septic system, fuel storage areas
and other storage buildings. There is no all season road access to the
site. Access is by boat in the summer and a winter road is constructed
(when required for operational purposes) across Prosperous Lake to
NWT Highway #4. When the winter road or boat is not available the site
is accessed by helicopter from Yellowknife.
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Regulatory Background

Environmental Setting

Historical environmental authorizations for the Bluefish facility which
are now closed (expired) include:

The Bluefish facility is located in the Great Slave Uplands High Boreal
Ecoregion. Within the larger area of Bluefish Lake, spruce forest is the
dominant cover type, characterized by black spruce and white spruce
stands with some paper birch. Exposed bedrock uplands, lowland
bogs, deciduous forest and treed fens are also present. Mammals that
have been observed near the Bluefish Hydro Facility include river otter,
black bear, fox, lynx, red squirrel, beaver, muskrat, snowshoe hare, and
moose.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

N1L4-0735- Type A water licence (NWT Water Board) held by
Con Exploration Ltd. and Mirimar Con Mine Ltd.
o Issued in 1996, closed in 2006.
o Assigned to NTPC in 2003.
MV2009L4-0004- Type A water licence (MVLWB) for the
construction of the Bluefish Lake dam and spillway.
o Issued in 2011, closed in 2014.
MV2009X0040- Type A land use permit (MVLWB) for the
construction of the Bluefish Lake dam and spillway.
o Issued in 2011, closed in 2018.
MV2010L8-0016- Type B water licence (MVLWB) for temporary
bridge required for construction of the new dam and spillway.
o Issued in 2011, closed in 2012.
MV2004F0005 and MV2010F0045- Type A land use permits
(MVLWB) for construction of annual winter road to Bluefish.
o MV2004F0005- Issued in 2004, closed in 2011.
o MV2010F0045- Issued in 2010, closed in 2017.
MV2001F0079 and MV2008F0024- Type A land use permits
(MVLWB) for construction, use and maintenance of site roads
and dock for Bluefish Facility.
o MV2001F0079- Issued in 2001, closed in 2008.
o MV2008F0024- Issued in 2009, closed in 2014.
09-HCAA-CA-00079- Fisheries Act Authorization issued by
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) as part of construction of
the Bluefish Lake dam and spillway.
o Issued in 2011, closed in 2019.

Land use activities occurring near the facility include camping, hunting
and fishing during all seasons by residents of Yellowknife, Dettah and
N’dilo. There is a public boat launch on the south end of Prosperous
Lake that is accessed by NWT Highway #4 and numerous snowmobile
trails in the area. There are several cabins in the areas around the
facility and anglers fish Prosperous Lake and other lakes for Lake
Trout, Northern Pike, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco. Canoeing occurs
in the area with trips moving north or south through the Yellowknife
River system. Snowmobiling also occurs on routes around the facility
passing through from Prosperous Lake to Bluefish Lake and beyond.
Public Safety Signage is posted and safety booms are in place
upstream and downstream of the facility as approved by the MVLWB.
The public is advised to stay out of the area downstream of the
generation plants and/or the spillway as water levels can change
quickly and result in dangerous conditions. Travelers moving between
Bluefish and Prosperous Lakes are advised to use the recommended
portage below which avoids the facility, is a shorter distance and a safer
route. The Yellowknife River is closed to fishing in September and
October between Prosperous Lake and Bluefish Lake.

Snorkel Survey in Bluefish G1 Tailrace.
Active environmental authorizations for the Bluefish facility include:
•
MV2005L4-0008- Type A water licence (MVLWB) for storage
and diversion of water for Bluefish Facility
o Issued on April 3, 2006, expires on April 2, 2021.
•
MV2017X0005: Type A land use permit (MVLWB) for operation
of Bluefish facility and annual winter road.
o Consolidation of Permits MV2009X0040 and MV2010F0045.
o Issued on April 6, 2017, expires on April 5, 2022.

Recommended Portage around the Bluefish Facility.
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Environmental Monitoring

Fish Habitat

As part of the Surveillance Network Program (SNP) under water
licence MV2005L4-0008 water levels in Duncan Lake, Bluefish Lake
and Yellowknife River are monitored along with the flow through both
the G1 and G2 plants. Results are reported quarterly and annually to
the MVLWB to ensure the conditions of the water licence are being
met.

The Fisheries Monitoring Program required by Fisheries Act
Authorization 09-HCAA-CA-00079 and water licence MV2009L4-0004
included requirements to characterize and protect fish populations in
Bluefish Lake, Prosperous Lake and the Yellowknife River.

Water licence MV2009L4-0004 and Fisheries Act Authorization 09HCAA-CA-00079 for the construction of the current Bluefish dam and
spillway required the implementation of several monitoring programs
including a Sediment and Erosion Monitoring Program, Flow
Monitoring Program, Mercury Special Effects Monitoring Program and
Fisheries Monitoring Program.
The Bluefish Sediment and Erosion Monitoring Program was
implemented during the construction of the current Bluefish dam and
spillway and closed out once the dam was completed.
The Bluefish Flow Monitoring Program was implemented in 2011 to
develop rating curves to represent flow through the spillway gate,
which determines the flow in the spillway. Once the rating curves were
developed the flow rates through the gate and in the Bluefish spillway
were assessed to determine the impact on fish habitat in the spillway.
The Bluefish IFR Gate Minimum Flow Standard Operating Procedure
was developed and approved by DFO in 2018 to minimize impacts to
fish habitat in the spillway while maximizing the amount of water
available to the facility for generation.
The Bluefish Mercury Special Effects Monitoring Program was
implemented in 2012 to measure mercury levels in resident Bluefish
Lake fish following the inundation of an area of the Yellowknife River
as part of the construction of the new dam. Initial results indicated
higher mercury concentrations in Slimy Sculpin so a non-lethal game
fish tissue sampling program was conducted in Bluefish Lake. Total
mercury concentrations in Lake Trout and Northern Pike muscle tissue
was collected in 2011, 2012, 2016 and 2018 and all samples were
below the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) guidelines for
human consumption. Mercury levels in Lake Trout and Slimy Sculpin
declined steadily over the monitoring period. Mercury levels in
Northern Pike increased slightly in 2016 then declined again in 2018.

Slimy Sculpin in the Bluefish spillway.

A compensation plan was developed to create fish habitat to offset for
the habitat impacted by the installation of the new dam. The proposed
compensation for the development of aquatic habitat in Bluefish Lake
involved the installation of a rock substrate (an underlying substance
or layer) shoal on the upstream side of the old dam. The shoal was
constructed in 2012 using material from the old dam and the area
between the old dam and new dam was flooded. Monitoring of fish
habitat and fish use of the shoal took place from 2013 to 2018 when
DFO approved the results.
The monitoring also verified that areas downstream of the Bluefish
facility and in the lower spillway are the location of very productive
spawning habitat for adfluvial Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake
Cisco. Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco from Prosperous
Lake and Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco from Great Slave Lake
migrate to the area and spawn in large numbers in shallow flowing
water which is uncommon for these normally lake spawning species.

Lake Whitefish in the Bluefish spillway
The fisheries monitoring program verified that areas downstream of the
G1 and G2 plants were very productive spawning habitat for these
three species. The Bluefish Planned Shutdown Standard Operating
Procedure was implemented in 2016 to avoid any adverse impacts to
the Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco spawning below the
plants. It was also discovered that eggs were dying in the lower spillway
in an area known as Reach 1. An investigation was completed to
determine the causes behind the death of eggs in the lower spillway
and it was determined that substrate composition was major driver in
egg survival and was more important than the flow rate which was
initially thought to the main driver.
A pilot study was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of artificial
spawning beds as a mitigation measure for adfluvial spawning Lake
Trout, Lake Cisco and Lake Whitefish. Artificial spawning habitat was
developed and constructed in 2017 and 2018 and evaluated in 2019
and 2020 to measure the effectiveness of the spawning beds as egg
incubation habitat. The recorded egg densities and egg survival rates
were higher in the installed habitat areas versus nearby natural areas
of the Bluefish Spillway.
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.
The results illustrated that the installed habitat areas were successful
in mitigating egg mortality, eliminating areas where very high egg
mortality had been occurring and increased the productivity of the area
in comparison to the natural spawning areas.

This project will refurbish the G1 plant, which is the oldest hydroelectric
plant in the N.W.T., to extend its life for another 50 years and improve
its reliability by replacing obsolete and deteriorating components. The
project will include the replacement of the turbine runner, installation of
a new programmable logic controller based governor system and a
replacement generator and refurbishment of the G1 powerhouse. The
Bluefish construction camp will also be refurbished to accommodate
workers during the project.
The potential output of the G1 plant will increase slightly to 4 MW after
the Bluefish G1 Life Extension Project. There will be minimal impact to
flow rates through the plant with the exception of during a shutdown
while construction activities associated with the project are completed.
No major projects are currently planned for the headgate, penstock or
G2 plant.
A habitat compensation shoal downstream of the G1 plant was
proposed in the Taltson Fisheries Act Authorization which is still
awaiting approval from DFO. Once approval is granted NTPC will move
forward with implementation and construction of a an artificial habitat
shoal similar to those constructed in the pilot study

Artificial spawning habitat construction as part of the pilot
project

Dam Safety Monitoring
In accordance with the water licence and the Canadian Dam Safety
Guidelines NTPC has a dam safety monitoring in place at the Bluefish
facility. The program includes daily, weekly and monthly checks of
various parameters and measurements across the site. Site operators
complete these checks alongside their operational monitoring
requirements and report them to the NTPC Dam Safety Engineer. A
yearly dam safety inspection is completed by a third party engineer
and submitted to the MVLWB with recommendations and results.
Every seven years a comprehensive dam safety review is completed
for the facility. The last comprehensive dam safety review for the
Bluefish facility was completed in 2017 and submitted to the MVLWB.

Upcoming Projects
The Bluefish G1 Life Extension Project is planned to be completed in
2022 but could be pushed back to 2023 due to COVID-19.
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Bluefish G1 generating plant (left) and G2 generating plant (right)
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O=VHF`B?BAFD=fEHIJDKLGML=APQÿ=B<GM?A^CFDSHIJDKLGML=AÿO=B<GM?A^CFDSHIJDKLGML=APQÿaDH?VHFDGIJDKLGML=A
OaDH?VHFDGIJDKLGML=APQÿdAVE^?gHHIJDKLGML=AÿOdAVE^?gHHIJDKLGML=APQÿh=Di?hMHTAFMIJDKLGML=A
Oh=Di?hMHTAFMIJDKLGML=APQÿjfCAB?[FSVAcIJDKLGML=AÿOjfCAB?[FSVAcIJDKLGML=APQÿkB<K<A?gHHIJDKLGML=A
OkB<K<A?gHHIJDKLGML=APQÿWKAG?@ABlIJDKLGML=AÿOWKAG?@ABlIJDKLGML=APQÿmBHG?eA=>A`IJDKLGML=A
OmBHG?eA=>A`IJDKLGML=APQÿU<BAF`?^A=VMAGSIJDBcHFL=D^ÿOU<BAF`?^A=VMAGSIJDBcHFL=D^PQ
bASVA?UABBIJDBcHFL=D^ÿObASVA?UABBIJDBcHFL=D^PQÿ]AFDB=LBAGcSIJ^A<BL=D^ÿO]AFDB=LBAGcSIJ^A<BL=D^PQ
SADLVnFoIJ^A<BL=D^ÿOSADLVnFoIJ^A<BL=D^PQÿp^L^DFMDGI=AGAcAL=AÿOp^L^DFMDGI=AGAcAL=APQ
c<GAVLHBB<DiqI=AGAcAL=AÿOc<GAVLHBB<DiqI=AGAcAL=APQÿ>nG=V<HnI>AMBDcHH=VHL=D^ÿO>nG=V<HnI>AMBDcHH=VHL=D^PQ
>nGHGK<FDG^HGMABI>AMBDcHH=VHL=D^ÿO>nGHGK<FDG^HGMABI>AMBDcHH=VHL=D^PQÿ=V<HnLB>cnGIJ^A<BL=D^
O=V<HnLB>cnGIJ^A<BL=D^PQÿB>cnGBAGcSIJ^A<BL=D^ÿOB>cnGBAGcSIJ^A<BL=D^PQÿ^=B<rH_V<BB<_SIFHK<HTCDAFcL=A
O^=B<rH_V<BB<_SIFHK<HTCDAFcL=APQÿTTLS`^C<DGISVATC<lL=AÿOTTLS`^C<DGISVATC<lL=APQÿa_DiHGI^KBTCL=D^
Oa_DiHGI^KBTCL=D^PQÿcAKHLTV<MHIAEFDFAJHDS=<HG=HSL=D^ÿOcAKHLTV<MHIAEFDFAJHDS=<HG=HSL=D^PQ
BAGcSIGS^ALGHMÿOBAGcSIGS^ALGHMPQÿp^LVHFDGIGTM^HpSL=AÿOp^LVHFDGIGTM^HpSL=APQ
H\H=EpKHc<FH=MDFI^<G<GJGDFMVL=D^ÿOH\H=EpKHc<FH=MDFI^<G<GJGDFMVL=D^PQÿYAEB<GH?sHRDGJIJDKLGML=A
OYAEB<GH?sHRDGJIJDKLGML=APQÿ=HDLSFnGIGDFMVTHSMHBLGHMÿO=HDLSFnGIGDFMVTHSMHBLGHMPQ
=V<HnLSFnGIGDFMVTHSMHBLGHMÿO=V<HnLSFnGIGDFMVTHSMHBLGHMPQÿBAGcSISBnGotuL=D^ÿOBAGcSISBnGotuL=D^PQ
BAGcS?ASS<SMAGMISBnGotuL=D^ÿOBAGcS?ASS<SMAGMISBnGotuL=D^PQÿBAGcS?=EBMEFHISBnGotuL=D^
OBAGcS?=EBMEFHISBnGotuL=D^PQÿJHDFJH^A=>HGl<HIMB<=VDL=D^ÿOJHDFJH^A=>HGl<HIMB<=VDL=D^PQ
J<GJHFLJ<CSDGIMVHvFHB<JVMJFDE_L=D^ÿOJ<GJHFLJ<CSDGIMVHvFHB<JVMJFDE_L=D^PQÿJFA=H^A=>HGl<HIMB<=VDL=D^
OJFA=H^A=>HGl<HIMB<=VDL=D^PQÿVHGF`lDHIMB<=VDL=D^ÿOVHGF`lDHIMB<=VDL=D^PQÿK<DBHM=A^SHBBCBDGc<GIMB<=VDL=D^
OK<DBHM=A^SHBBCBDGc<GIMB<=VDL=D^PQÿM`AGGASMH<GTAGcIMB<=VDL=D^ÿOM`AGGASMH<GTAGcIMB<=VDL=D^PQ
aVDDcInDFMS^<MVL=AÿOaVDDcInDFMS^<MVL=APQÿ_TSc<FH=MDFIVA`F<KHFL=D^ÿO_TSc<FH=MDFIVA`F<KHFL=D^PQ
a_HBB<SSH`ITFFCL=AÿOa_HBB<SSH`ITFFCL=APQÿBAGcIT_nGL=AÿOBAGcIT_nGL=APQÿFaEcASITBTCL=AÿOFaEcASITBTCL=APQ
HCHMS<GAI`>cHGHL=D^ÿOHCHMS<GAI`>cHGHL=D^PQÿcFA_HSISS<^<=FDL=D^ÿOcFA_HSISS<^<=FDL=D^PQ
GTMCFAcHGI`AVDDL=AÿOGTMCFAcHGI`AVDDL=APQÿSA^CEBBD=>IcHGHGApDGL=D^ÿOSA^CEBBD=>IcHGHGApDGL=D^PQ
RHrLeD`HFIcnDw^_DLJ=L=AÿORHrLeD`HFIcnDw^_DLJ=L=APQÿ]VF<SpAGLeAF=DE\IcnDw^_DLJ=L=A
O]VF<SpAGLeAF=DE\IcnDw^_DLJ=L=APQÿmHFABcLZ<BBAMFHIcnDw^_DLJ=L=AÿOmHFABcLZ<BBAMFHIcnDw^_DLJ=L=APQ
cAKHIcFTJ=BL=D^ÿOcAKHIcFTJ=BL=D^PQÿRHSS<=AÿUEFMEC<SHÿORHSSLUEFMEC<SHIGS^ALGHMPQÿ[cHBA<cHÿeEnAGcAHclA
OAcHBA<cHIGS^ALGHMPQÿgDGJ<GESÿW>THÿOBDGJ<GESH>THIMB<=VDL=D^PQÿcHCC<HGcDEJIMVHHcJHL=A
OcHCC<HGcDEJIMVHHcJHL=APQÿ>AFAiFA`IJ^A<BL=D^ÿO>AFAiFA`IJ^A<BL=D^PQÿK<=LTAGcAIJ^A<BL=D^
OK<=LTAGcAIJ^A<BL=D^PQÿ=B̀GHL_AEBIJ^A<BL=D^ÿO=B̀GHL_AEBIJ^A<BL=D^PQÿ>DFKHFLcIJ^A<BL=D^
O>DFKHFLcIJ^A<BL=D^PQÿSBAGJBD<SIFMBL=AÿOSBAGJBD<SIFMBL=AP
xyzÿsDEJÿYFHGcHFJASMÿOsDEJYFHGcHFJASMIGM_=L=D^PQÿ]DB<GÿhMHHcÿO]DB<GhMHHcIGM_=L=D^PQÿW<BHHGÿUHGcF`
OW<BHHGUHGcF`IGM_=L=D^PQÿWcc<Hÿh^<MVÿOWcc<Hh^<MVIGM_=L=D^PQÿsHAGÿeDlclHGÿOsHAGeDlclHGIGM_=L=D^PQ
b`FHHÿeEBBAGH`ÿOM`FHHI^KBTCL=D^PQÿ;<=>ÿhAGpAJDÿO;<=>hAGpAJDIGM_=L=D^PQÿYAGA`<{ÿsA^<AG
OsA^<AG?YAGA`<IJDBcHFL=D^PQÿXDG<G{ÿgAEFHG=HÿOgAEFHG=H?XDG<GIJDBcHFL=D^PQÿ;AiFA`{ÿ|HK<G
O|HK<G?;AiFA`IJDBcHFL=D^PQÿsDEJÿWKAG=VE>ÿOcHKAG=VE>I^FDSSL=D^PQÿ]VF<SÿUDMSDGÿO=VDMSDGI^KBTCL=D^P
}~yzÿjGnDF^ApDGÿYA=>AJHÿnDFÿMVHÿXBEHvSVÿU`cFDÿZA=<B<M`ÿ@AMHFÿg<=HG=Hÿ;HGHTAB
ÿ
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DEFGHÿJKLMNOÿJPQQNR
STUVHÿJKWÿXYÿZ[Z[ÿ\]ZZÿ^J
_FHÿ̀aRNNbPbcdeaNRfNK`gKRhiadhÿj`aRNNbPbcdeaNRfNK`gKRhiadhklÿmdWnOfmKgMoR`pbQNgiadh
jmdWnOfmKgMoR`pbQNgiadhklÿmKRRWgfKRapa`KqKRP̀iaKÿjmKRRWgfKRapa`KqKRP̀iaKklÿKnRPKbirKRKnP̀faKbKnKiaK
jKnRPKbirKRKnP̀faKbKnKiaKklÿhoRRKWìdhNR`faKbKnKiaKÿjhoRRKWìdhNR`faKbKnKiaKkl
OKQNsKbnNRfWNQQdOtbPqNiaKÿjOKQNsKbnNRfWNQQdOtbPqNiaKklÿQKbn`fnNbNbKpdbiadhÿjQKbn`fnNbNbKpdbiadhkl
KnhPbfntqbiaKÿjKnhPbfntqbiaKklÿPhKfntqbiaKÿjPhKfntqbiaKklÿ̀KdfntqbiaKÿj`KdfntqbiaKkl
aMNRWQiN`hPQQKfnNgdbaMdQKbngRKbiadhÿjaMNRWQiN`hPQQKfnNgdbaMdQKbngRKbiadhklÿNaiNKibOgiNafaKbKnKiaK
jNaiNKibOgiNafaKbKnKiaKklÿu`MNRPN`rRdgNapdbfnqdvhrdicaiaKÿju`MNRPN`rRdgNapdbfnqdvhrdicaiaKkl
gRonWitPbcfbOghNp`iaKÿjgRonWitPbcfbOghNp`iaKklÿPbqdfqdROKRnhPbPbciaKÿjPbqdfqdROKRnhPbPbciaKkl
mPQQwrKPbfcdxibgiaKÿjmPQQwrKPbfcdxibgiaKklÿQKoRPNwhacRNcdRfcdxibgiaKÿjQKoRPNwhacRNcdRfcdxibgiaKkl
yKgMNbwzPaMNKfcdxibgiaKÿjyKgMNbwzPaMNKfcdxibgiaKklÿrKgRPatwaQKbaWfcdxibgiaKÿjrKgRPatwaQKbaWfcdxibgiaKkl
zPatw{KQmdoRbNfcdxibgiaKÿjzPatw{KQmdoRbNfcdxibgiaKklÿzdmNRgw|NbtPb`fcdxibgiaK
jzdmNRgw|NbtPb`fcdxibgiaKklÿcbOgwNKfcdxibgiaKÿjcbOgwNKfcdxibgiaKklÿ}NKgMNRÿ~iÿNat
j}NKgMNRwNatfcdxibgiaKklÿ^NgNRwK`gfcdxibgiaKÿj^NgNRwK`gfcdxibgiaKklÿQNsP̀wKhrmNQQfcdxibgiaK
jQNsP̀wKhrmNQQfcdxibgiaKklÿ|dbw^d`WbPatfcdxibgiaKÿj|dbw^d`WbPatfcdxibgiaKklÿ̀gowbPxNbfcdxibgiaK
j`gowbPxNbfcdxibgiaKklÿNbKhPbwNNnfcdxibgiaKÿjNbKhPbwNNnfcdxibgiaKklÿKRdQwydRRP̀fcdxibgiaK
jKRdQwydRRP̀fcdxibgiaKklÿJNQKbPNw{PQQPKh`fcdxibgiaKÿjJNQKbPNw{PQQPKh`fcdxibgiaKkl
RKbndbwRKnmoRWfcdxibgiaKÿjRKbndbwRKnmoRWfcdxibgiaKklÿaMNRWQwQKRdaoNfcdxibgiaK
jaMNRWQwQKRdaoNfcdxibgiaKklÿaQPbgwKhmRd`NfcdxibgiaKÿjaQPbgwKhmRd`NfcdxibgiaKklÿdNwMNRdbfcdxibgiaK
jdNwMNRdbfcdxibgiaKklÿyKMohwNNfcdxibgiaKÿjyKMohwNNfcdxibgiaKklÿadLwgNOKRgfcdxibgiaK
jadLwgNOKRgfcdxibgiaKklÿmKQwR`MKnfcdxibgiaKÿjmKQwR`MKnfcdxibgiaKklÿQPxPKwNNfcdxibgiaK
jQPxPKwNNfcdxibgiaKklÿ~xKbw{KQfcdxibgiaKÿj~xKbw{KQfcdxibgiaKklÿQNbwJKatKWfcdxibgiaK
jQNbwJKatKWfcdxibgiaKklÿ}PQKRWwhKaMgKb`fcdQnNRiadhÿj}PQKRWwhKaMgKb`fcdQnNRiadhkl
K`MKw}KQQfcdQnNRiadhÿjK`MKw}KQQfcdQnNRiadhklÿ^KbKWPYÿKhPKbÿjKhPKbw^KbKWPfcdQnNRiadhkl
KRdQaiQKbn`fchKPQiadhÿjKRdQaiQKbn`fchKPQiadhklÿ̀KdiMqRfchKPQiadhÿj`KdiMqRfchKPQiadhkl
phihdRgdbfaKbKnKiaKÿjphihdRgdbfaKbKnKiaKklÿnPbKMiNQQPdLZfaKbKnKiaKÿjnPbKMiNQQPdLZfaKbKnKiaKkl
tqbaMPNqftKgQdnNNaMNiadhÿjtqbaMPNqftKgQdnNNaMNiadhklÿtqbNbxPRdbhNbgKQftKgQdnNNaMNiadh
jtqbNbxPRdbhNbgKQftKgQdnNNaMNiadhklÿaMPNqiQtnqbfchKPQiadhÿjaMPNqiQtnqbfchKPQiadhklÿQtnqbQKbn`fchKPQiadh
jQtnqbQKbn`fchKPQiadhklÿhaQPNrMPQQPr`fRNxPNOmdKRniaKÿjhaQPNrMPQQPr`fRNxPNOmdKRniaKkl
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;;<=>?@ABCD=EF;@AG<HFÿJ;;<=>?@ABCD=EF;@AG<HFKLÿMNBOPCD?QR;@<HB?ÿJMNBOPCD?QR;@<HB?KL
SFQP<;EATPDFUVBVFWPB=HAPCHP=<HB?ÿJSFQP<;EATPDFUVBVFWPB=HAPCHP=<HB?KLÿRFCS=DC=?F<CPT
JRFCS=DC=?F<CPTKLÿX?<EPVBCDC;T?PX=<HFÿJX?<EPVBCDC;T?PX=<HFKLÿPYPHUXQPSAVPHTBVD?ACACWCBVTE<HB?
JPYPHUXQPSAVPHTBVD?ACACWCBVTE<HB?KLÿZFURACP[\P]BCWDWBQ<CT<HFÿJZFURACP[\P]BCWDWBQ<CT<HFKL
HPB<=V^CDCBVTE;P=TPR<CPTÿJHPB<=V^CDCBVTE;P=TPR<CPTKLÿHEAP^<=V^CDCBVTE;P=TPR<CPT
JHEAP^<=V^CDCBVTE;P=TPR<CPTKLÿRFCS=D=R^C_`a<HB?ÿJRFCS=D=R^C_`a<HB?KLÿRFCS=[F==A=TFCTD=R^C_`a<HB?
JRFCS=[F==A=TFCTD=R^C_`a<HB?KLÿRFCS=[HURTUVPD=R^C_`a<HB?ÿJRFCS=[HURTUVPD=R^C_`a<HB?KL
WPBVWP?FHbPCGAPDTRAHEB<HB?ÿJWPBVWP?FHbPCGAPDTRAHEB<HB?KLÿWACWPV<WA@=BCDTEPcVPRAWETWVBUN<HB?
JWACWPV<WA@=BCDTEPcVPRAWETWVBUN<HB?KLÿWVFHP?FHbPCGAPDTRAHEB<HB?ÿJWVFHP?FHbPCGAPDTRAHEB<HB?KL
EPCV>GBPDTRAHEB<HB?ÿJEPCV>GBPDTRAHEB<HB?KLÿQABRPTHF?=PRR@RBCSACDTRAHEB<HB?
JQABRPTHF?=PRR@RBCSACDTRAHEB<HB?KLÿT>FCCF=TPAC;FCSDTRAHEB<HB?ÿJT>FCCF=TPAC;FCSDTRAHEB<HB?KL
MEBBSD^BVT=?ATE<HFÿJMEBBSD^BVT=?ATE<HFKLÿN;=SAVPHTBVDEF>VAQPV<HB?ÿJN;=SAVPHTBVDEF>VAQPV<HB?KL
MNPRRA==P>D;VV@<HFÿJMNPRRA==P>D;VV@<HFKLÿRFCSD;N^C<HFÿJRFCSD;N^C<HFKLÿVMUSF=D;R;@<HFÿJVMUSF=D;R;@<HFKL
P@PT=ACFD>bSPCP<HB?ÿJP@PT=ACFD>bSPCP<HB?KLÿP=FCWVA=D>bSPCP<HB?ÿJP=FCWVA=D>bSPCP<HB?KL
M@RFHbD>bSPCP<HB?ÿJM@RFHbD>bSPCP<HB?K
defÿ\BUWÿZVPCSPVWF=TÿJ\BUWZVPCSPVWF=TDCTNH<HB?KLÿgBRACÿhTPPSÿJgBRAChTPPSDCTNH<HB?KLÿiARPPCÿjPCSV>
JiARPPCjPCSV>DCTNH<HB?KLÿiSSAPÿh?ATEÿJiSSAPh?ATEDCTNH<HB?KLÿ\PFCÿkBGSGPCÿJ\PFCkBGSGPCDCTNH<HB?KL
l>VPPÿkURRFCP>ÿJT>VPPD?QR;@<HB?K
mnopqerfÿsBXcHFXBCÿ^BVÿtRUPc=Eÿj>SVBÿuFHARAT>ÿvFTPVÿwAHPCHPÿxPCP;FR
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BLUEFISH HYDROELECTRIC FACILITY
Public Consultation on Water Licence Renewal
The Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility provides power to the
North Slave Electrical System and operates under the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB)
water licence MV2005L4-0008. NTPC is applying for a
water licence renewal for the facility in 2020
NTPC wants to consult with interested parties to gather
public input prior to submission of an application to the
MVLWB.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, meeting in person is
not possible at this time. Therefore, we have scheduled
two online public meetings.
Thursday, June 11 @ 7 pm
Friday, June 12 @ 2 pm
If you would like to receive information about Bluefish
and/or attend one of the meetings, please contact us at
engagement@ntpc.com. We will provide you with the
information required to join the meeting. This information
will also be provided on our social media channels
(Facebook and Twitter).
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;<=>ÿ@ABCDEFGÿHIJCKÿLEMCNMCÿOCNCPIAQÿ=BRAEMÿSNTITCUCNJÿVCFFEWNFXÿYBNCÿZZÿIN[ÿZ\
]^__`abÿ]deeafÿg]^__`ab]deeafhi_jklkmno

paqÿrsrstsutvsÿwxvyÿz]
<W{ÿ|kfaaidi}m~~dkafha^|_^fnlkmnÿg|kfaaidi}m~~dkafha^|_^fnlkmnoÿmqbh^_`f|_diea_lkmnÿgmqbh^_`f|_diea_lkmno
^ff_h^fk_dk|^~^fd|lk^ÿg^ff_h^fk_dk|^~^fd|lk^oÿ^qfd^ilj^f^qd|hk^i^q^lk^ÿg^qfd^ilj^f^qd|hk^i^q^lk^o
nff^l|mnaf|hk^i^q^lk^ÿgnff^l|mnaf|hk^i^q^lk^oÿb^ea^iqafhaeembid~alk^ÿgb^ea^iqafhaeembid~alk^o
e^iq|hqaiai^_dmilkmnÿge^iq|hqaiai^_dmilkmnoÿ^qndihq~ilk^ÿg^qndihq~ilk^oÿdn^hq~ilk^ÿgdn^hq~ilk^o
|^mhq~ilk^ÿg|^mhq~ilk^oÿk`afela|ndee^hqa_mik`me^iq_f^ilkmnÿgk`afela|ndee^hqa_mik`me^iq_f^ilkmno
akla^lib_lakhk^i^q^lk^ÿgakla^lib_lakhk^i^q^lk^oÿ~d|`afda|jfm_ak_dmihq~mtnjml}klk^ÿg~d|`afda|jfm_ak_dmihq~mtnjml}klk^o
_fqldi}hib_na_d|lk^ÿg_fqldi}hib_na_d|lk^oÿdi~mh~mfb^fqndidi}lk^ÿgdi~mh~mfb^fqndidi}lk^oÿdeej^dih}mli_lk^
gdeej^dih}mli_lk^oÿe^fdank}fa}mfh}mli_lk^ÿge^fdank}fa}mfh}mli_lk^oÿ^_`aidk`a^h}mli_lk^
g^_`aidk`a^h}mli_lk^oÿj^_fdkke^ikh}mli_lk^ÿgj^_fdkke^ikh}mli_lk^oÿdkp^emfiah}mli_lk^
gdkp^emfiah}mli_lk^o
>M{ÿm}ÿzfaiqaf}^|_ÿgm}zfaiqaf}^|_hi_jklkmnoÿmediÿ_aaqÿgmedi_aaqhi_jklkmnoÿdeaaiÿaiqf
gdeaaiaiqfhi_jklkmnoÿqqdaÿnd_`ÿgqqdand_`hi_jklkmnoÿa^iÿ]mqaiÿga^i]mqaihi_jklkmnoÿfaa
]ee^iaÿg_faahneblkmnoÿdkÿ^i_d^}mÿgdk^i_d^}mhi_jklkmnoÿz^i^dÿ^nd^iÿg^nd^iz^i^dh}meqaflkmno
midiÿ^faikaÿg^faikamidih}meqaflkmnoÿ^__f^ÿadiÿgadi^__f^h}meqaflkmnoÿm}ÿ^ik`
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Radio Advertisement – 30 second
June , 2020

NTPC is hosting online public meetings to gather input prior to submitting an application
for renewal of its water licence for the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility. Due to the COVID19 pandemic, meeting in person is not possible.
The meetings are being held on Thursday, June 11 @ 7 pm and on Friday, June 12 @
2 pm.
If you would like to attend, please register your email address at:
engagement@ntpc.com or 1-800-661-0855. We will send you the information required
to join the meeting.
NTPC appreciates your participation.

Online Session Format
• Sessions hosted using
Microsoft Teams
software
• Open to anyone to
attend
• Attendees should see
view of presentation
and Q & A side bar
• Attendees should be
able to hear presenters
ntpc.com |
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• Hello everyone and welcome to the June 11-12th Northwest Territories Power
Corporation Public Engagement Session as part of the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility
Water Licence Renewal Process.
• My name is Kevin Rattray and I’m an engineer with Golder Associates.
• Golder is assisting NTPC with the Water Licence Renewal Process and is hosting this
live event.

1

Online Session Format
•

•

•
•
•

Attendees may ask
questions throughout the
presentation by typing into
the “Ask a question” bar
Please provide your name
when asking a question by
typing it in the “Your name
(optional)” bar
Moderator will gather
questions and present them
after the presentation
After presentation
questions will be answered
Attendees can follow up on
responses by typing into
the “Ask a question” bar
ntpc.com |
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• A few housekeeping matters to start off with. Questions can be submitted
throughout the presentation.
• You should see a chat box where you can enter your questions. Questions will be
logged and answered during the question period at the end of the presentation.
• We ask that you post questions with your name for ease of tracking and for followup purposes.

2

Bluefish Hydro Facility Water
Licence Renewal
Public Engagement Sessions
June 11 and 12, 2020

ntpc.com |

Good evening/afternoon
· Doug Prendergast, Manager, Communications at NTPC
· Thank you to Kevin of Golder Associates for explaining how the technology will
support our meeting
· I will be the moderator of today’s public consultation session
· First time doing this online and ask for your patience if things don’t run as smoothly as
planned – our preference would be to meet in person but that is not possible during
this public health emergency
· We are here to discuss NTPC’s upcoming application to renew the water licence for
the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility – we will go through the timeline for the regulatory
process in detail a bit later but want everyone to know that this is only the first of
several opportunities to provide input before decisions are made
· Recognize that there may be other issues that people would like to discuss and we
welcome your questions and comments
· However, I would ask that we devote the first part of the meeting to the matter at
hand and once we have made our way through that part of the agenda, we will open
the floor for other issues
· Does that work for everyone?
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· Okay – let’s quickly walk through the agenda
· We will begin with a presentation from Matt Miller, NTPC’s senior environmental
licensing specialist
· Matt will provide information about the past, present and future of the Bluefish hydro
facility, including environmental and operational performance
· Once Matt’s presentation is done, we will open the lines for your questions and
comments – Matt will be assisted by Eileen Hendry, Manager, Systems Control, for
NTPC’s Hydro Division, and Rick Santiago, Asset Manager for Hydro – Damian Panayi
kevin Rattray from Golder Associates are also online to provide additional support if
required
· If questions occur to you while the presentation is underway, please enter them via
Ask a Question option and we will ensure they are addressed once the presentation has
concluded – it would be helpful if you could identify the slide number that prompted
your question and enter your name
· At this point, I will turn things over to Matt Miller

3

Overview
• Water Licence
Renewal
• History
• Facility Overview
• Public Safety
• Monitoring
• Fish Habitat
• Upcoming Projects
• Q & A following
presentation
ntpc.com |
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Thanks for the intro Doug and thanks for setting the stage for the presentation
1st give a brief overview of the presentation we have for you today
Information on the Water Licence Renewal and Engagement Process
History of the Area and Facility
Provide a Facility Overview including a look into operations
Talk about public interactions and public safety
Discuss past and ongoing monitoring for the facility
Look into Fish Habitat and some of the fisheries work that has been completed around
the facility
Go over some Upcoming Projects
Questions and Answer time after the presentation
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Water Licence Renewal
• Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility is owned and operated by NTPC
• Facility operates under Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB) Type A Water Licence MV2005L4-0008
– Required by Mackenzie Valley Resource Management and Waters Act
– Expires on April 2, 2021

• Throughout 2020 and early 2021 NTPC will be working through
the Type A Water Licence renewal process

ntpc.com |
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• The Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility is owned and operated by the NTPC and is located
approximately 20 km north of Yellowknife on the north end of Prosperous Lake on
the Yellowknife River.
• The facility contributes power to the North Slave Electrical System and operates
under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board Type A water licence MV2005L40008
• Required under the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act and the
GNWT Waters Act
• This licence was issued in April, 2006 and expires on April 2, 2021.
• Throughout 2020 and early 2021 NTPC will be working through the Type A Water
Licence renewal process.
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Water Licence Renewal
• June 26, 2020- Application
submitted to MVLWB
• July 2020- Application will go
through MVLWB Online Review
Process
• August/September 2020Technical Session
• December/January 2021- Public
Hearing
• February 2021- Draft WL will go
through MVLWB Online Review
Process
• March 2021- Issuance of new WL
ntpc.com |
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• Full application package to be submitted to MVLWB on June 26, 2020
• Throughout July 2020 the application with go through MVLWB Online Review
Process where stakeholders can provide comment
• Technical Session will be held August/September 2020• Public Hearing will be held December/January 2021• Draft water licence go through MVLWB Online Review Process in February 2021
• If no delays occur a new water licence will be issued in March 2021
•

6

Water Licence Renewal
• Engagement with stakeholders and the public is a key part
of the Water Licence and Land Use Permit
application/renewal process and includes:
–
–
–
–

Notification letters and emails
WL Renewal Information Package
Meetings with Stakeholders
Public Information Sessions
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• Engagement with stakeholders and the public is a key part of the Water Licence and
Land Use Permit application/renewal process
• Engagement provides information about the facility and renewal process with the
aim of gathering input that will be included in the renewal application and includes.
• Notification letters and emails
• Began in early May
• Water licence Renewal Information Package
• Provided to all stakeholders early May 2020
• Available to the Public on NTPC Facebook Page
• Meetings with Key Stakeholders
• Have occurred throughout May and June 2020
• Public Information Sessions
• Such as this one
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Water Licence Renewal
Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Akaitcho IMA Implementation Office
Canadian Northern Economic
•
Development Agency
Cassidy Point Association
•
CIRNAC-CARD
•
Dene Nation
Deninu K'ue First Nation
•
Det'on Cho Corporation
Environment and Climate Change Canada •
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
•
Fort Resolution Métis Council
•
GNWT - ENR (Environment and Natural •
Resources)
•
GNWT - INF (Infrastructure)
•
GNWT - Lands
•
GNWT - MACA (Municipal and
•

Community Affairs)
GNWT - PWNHC (Prince of Wales
Northern Heritage Centre
K'atl'odeeche First Nation
Lutsel K'e Dene First Nation - Wildlife,
Lands and Environment
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact
Review Board
New Discovery Mines Ltd
North Slave Métis Alliance
Northwest Territory Métis Nation
Salt River First Nation
Smith's Landing First Nation
Tłı̨chǫ Lands Protection Department
West Point First Nation
Yellowknives Dene First Nation
ntpc.com |
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• As part of the renewal process NTPC is providing stakeholders with information
about the facility and the renewal process with the aim of gathering input that will
be included in the renewal application.
• Stakeholder for Bluefish Water licence listed on this slide
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Water Licence Renewal
• In person meetings and/or
Public Sessions are not
possible due to the COVID19 Public Health Restrictions
• NTPC has been holding
virtual meetings with key
stakeholders
• Virtual Public Information
Sessions
• If further information is
required please contact
engagement@ntpc.com
ntpc.com |
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• COVID-19 Public Health Crisis has altered the standard approached to stakeholder
engagement for NTPC and other proponents
• As In person meetings and/or Public Sessions are not possible due to the COVID-19
Public Health Restrictions
• NTPC has been holding virtual meetings with key stakeholders using various
software platforms for online meetings
• The Public Information Sessions are also in a virtual format.
• Example of a promotional poster from the Taltson Winter Road Public Engagements
sessions from 2019.
• No translators were possible for this session due to the meeting format.. If anyone
attending needs a translator or more information , please contact
engagement@ntpc.com
•
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History
• Yellowknife River basin is
the traditional territory of
the Wiliideh Yellowknives
Dene
• Yellowknife River is
referred to as Wiliideh
(Coney River)
• Wiliideh is in southern
part of traditional
territory and key
transportation route
northeast from Great
Slave Lake
ntpc.com |
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• The bluefish facility is located on the Yellowknife River.
• Yellowknife River basin is in the traditional territory of the Wiliideh Yellowknives
Dene and is part of the Akaitcho Territory.
• The Wiliideh Yellowknives Dene are named after the Wiliideh or (“Coney River in
English”) which is also referred to as the Yellowknife River.
• The Yellowknife River or Wiliideh is in the southern part of the traditional territory of
the Yellowknives Dene and is traditionally where summer was spent.
• The river was and still is a key transportation route northeast from Great Slave Lake
• Photo is Mouth of the Yellowknife River August 1923
•
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History
• The Yellowknife River basin is also in the traditional
area of the Tłıc̨hǫ and North Slave Métis Alliance
• The Bluefish site falls within the Mǫwhí Gogha Dè
Nı˛ı˛tłèè Boundary area of the Tłıc̨hǫ Land Use Plan
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• The Yellowknife River basin is also in the traditional area of the Tłıc̨hǫ and North
Slave Métis Alliance.
• The Bluefish site falls within the Mǫwhí Gogha Dè Nı˛ı˛tłèè Boundary area of the
Tłıc̨hǫ Land Use Plan
• Photo Yellowknife Native Settlement 1924
•
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History
• Bluefish is the oldest
hydro facility in the NWT
– Bluefish Lake Dam
constructed in 1940
– G1 Generating Plant
completed in 1942

• Constructed to provide
electricity for Cominco
Gold Mine in Yellowknife
• Original Bluefish Lake Dam
was a timber crib
structure with rock fill
constructed at a waterfall
at the outlet of Bluefish
Lake
ntpc.com |
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• The Bluefish Facility is the oldest hydro facility in the N.W.T. with the original
Bluefish Lake Dam constructed in 1940 and the G1 generating plant completed in
1942.
• The facility was constructed to provide electricity to operate the Cominco Gold Mine
in Yellowknife
• The original Bluefish Lake Dam was a timber crib structure with rock fill constructed
at a waterfall at the outlet of Bluefish Lake.
•

Photo shown is of construction of the original Bluefish Dam showing timber cribbing
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History
• The Duncan Lake Dam
was built in 1942 at
the outlet of Duncan
Lake
• G2 Generating Plant
constructed in 1994
• Powered Cominco
Mine in Yellowknife
until closure in 2003
• NTPC acquired facility
in 2003
ntpc.com |
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• The Duncan Lake Dam, which provides storage for the Bluefish facility, was built in
1942 at the outlet of Duncan Lake. The dam was rebuilt in 1974 using concrete.
• In 1994 the G2 generating plant was built 20m west of the G1 generating plant. The
G1 and G2 plants provided electricity to the Cominco Gold Mine until its closure in
2003.
• NTPC acquired the facility from Con Miramar Mines in 2003
• Photo of tunneling rock during construction of facility
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History
• In 2008 several
deficiencies noted
with Bluefish dam
• Construction of new
dam was required
• Construction of new
dam completed in
2012
• New dam allows for
more precise control
of flows and more
efficient use of water
ntpc.com |
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• In 2008 several deficiencies became apparent and NTPC determined that a new dam
needed to be constructed.
• Construction of a new dam and spillway approximately 400 meters downstream of
the original dam was completed in 2012.
• The new dam and spillway allow for more precise control of flows within the
Yellowknife River and more efficient use of water
• Photo of Bluefish Lake dam and spillway structure constructed in 2012.
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Facility
Overview
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• The Bluefish Facility is located approximately 20 km north of Yellowknife on the
Yellowknife River between Bluefish Lake and Prosperous Lake.
• The Duncan Dam is located at outlet of Duncan Lake, 20 km north east of the
Bluefish Lake, provides the majority of the water storage for the Bluefish facility.
• There is no all season road access to the site.
• Access is by boat in the summer and in winter a winter road is constructed (when
required for operational purposes) across Prosperous Lake to NWT Highway #4.
• When the winter road or boat is not available the site is accessed by helicopter from
Yellowknife.
• Location of Bluefish and Duncan outlined in figure
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Facility
Overview
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• Water from Bluefish Lake flows into the headgate through an unlined rock tunnel
then to the penstock connecting to the two generating plants which discharge into
in the Yellowknife River approximately 3km upstream from the outlet into
Prosperous Lake.
• The spillway runs down the old river channel from the Bluefish Dam to rejoin the
Yellowknife River just west of the facility.
• The facility also includes two staff housing buildings, equipment storage buildings
and tents, a camp remaining from the construction of the current dam, a waste
incinerator, septic system, fuel storage areas and other storage buildings.
• Aerial View of site in figure
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Facility Overview
• Many expired historical
authorizations
– Refer to info package

• Active authorizations
include:

– MV2005L4-0008- Type A
Water Licence (MVLWB)
• Issued on April 3, 2006,
expires on April 2, 2021

– MV2017X0005: Type A
Land Use Permit
(MVLWB)

• For operation of Bluefish
facility and winter road
• Issued on April 6, 2017,
expires on April 5, 2022
ntpc.com |
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• There are many historical environmental authorizations that have expired. These are
outlined in detailed in the info package
• Active environmental authorizations for the Bluefish facility include:
• MV2005L4-0008- Type A water licence (MVLWB) for storage and diversion of water
for Bluefish Facility
• MV2017X0005: Type A land use permit (MVLWB) for operation of Bluefish facility
and the winter road.
• Figure shows a map of the Bluefish Winter Road
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Facility Overview
• Facility is located in the
Great Slave Uplands High
Boreal Ecoregion
• Spruce forest is the
dominant cover type

– Exposed bedrock uplands,
lowland bogs, deciduous
forest and treed fens

• Local mammals include
river otter, black bear,
fox, lynx, red squirrel,
beaver, muskrat,
snowshoe hare, and
moose
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• The Bluefish facility is located in the Great Slave Uplands High Boreal Ecoregion.
• Within the area, spruce forest is the dominant cover type there is also exposed
bedrock uplands, lowland bogs, deciduous forest and treed fens are also present.
• Mammals that have been observed near the Bluefish Hydro Facility include river
otter, black bear, fox, lynx, red squirrel, beaver, muskrat, snowshoe hare, and moose
• Photo is view from spillway/ old Yellowknife River Channel
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Facility Overview
• Generates power
used in the North
Slave Electrical
System
• Two power plants
with total capacity of
7.5 MW
– G1 Plant 3.5 MW
– G2 Plant 4.0 MW

• North Slave Electrical
System provides
power to Yellowknife,
Behchokǫ̀, Ndilǫ, and
Dettah
ntpc.com |
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• The Bluefish Hydro Facilities contribute electricity to the electricity for the North
Slave Electrical System which includes Yellowknife, Behchokǫ̀, Ndilǫ, and Dettah
• The Bluefish facility uses water from Duncan Lake and the Yellowknife River drainage
basin to generate power
• The G1 plant has a generation capacity of 3.5 MW and the newer G2 plant has a
generation capacity of 4.0 MW making the total generation capacity of the plants
7.5 MW.
• The simultaneous operation of both plants is limited to 6 MW due to a limit on the
volume of water that can be brought through the penstock from Bluefish Lake.
• .
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Facility Overview
• Minimum Flow in
Yellowknife River
below plants
– 6 m3/s

• Minimum water
level elevation of
Bluefish Lake
– 182.88m

• Average flow for
2019:
– G1- 13.2 m3/s
– G2- 9.1 m3/s
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• A minimum flow of 6 m/s is maintain in the Yellowknife River below the plant as
required by the water licence.
• The minimum water level elevation for Bluefish Lake within the water licence is
182.88m
• If one or both of the plants are shutdown the water moves around the facility
through the spillway.
• The release of water to the spillway during shutdowns is controlled by an Instream
Fisheries Release (IFR) gate and bottom-outlet gate structure when the water level
in Bluefish Lake is not high enough for the overflow spillway to provide the required
flow.
• The IFR gate is also used to maintain a minimum of 0.75 m3/s flow in the spillway
channel at all times.
• The average flow through the plants is

20

• G1 13.2 cms (2019 calendar year)
• G2- 9.1 cms (2019 calendar year)
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Facility Overview
• Duncan Lake
reservoir is
controlled by a
manually operated
stop log gate
• Duncan Lake is filled
during the
summer/autumn
months
• In December/January
logs are removed to
provide flow to
Bluefish Lake and
support maximum
generation during
the winter months.
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• The Duncan Reservoir is controlled by means of a manually operated stop log
structure. The reservoir is normally filled during the summer months, and water is
held until December or January, when logs are removed to ensure consistent flow
into Bluefish Lake and support maximum generation output from the plants during
the winter months.
• During the recent low water event (2014-2016), the net annual outflow from the
reservoir exceeded inflows, gradually depleting the reservoir level. The reservoir
gradually recovered from 2017-2019, and by the fall of 2019 water levels in Duncan
Lake exceeded the top of NTPC’s stop logs and the adjacent natural spillway.
• Inflows into Duncan Lake and Bluefish Lake remained strong throughout the winter
months in 2019-20, and no stop logs were removed during the most recent
operating season. The reservoir level was at 212.81 m as of May 31 this year, a level
that was last reached in April of 2009.
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Facility Overview
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• The Bluefish hydro plants are designed for peak output when the lake / forebay level
is at 186.05m (full) and NTPC tries to maintain the lake at or near this level as much
as possible to provide maximum head pressure for efficient operation of the hydro
units.
• The reservoir volume of Bluefish Lake is sufficient for approximately nine days of
continuous operations at full load without additional inflow.
• Typical operation tries to match outflow to the natural system inflow in order to
maintain the average reservoir level. Over a 24-hour period, the plants will operate
at higher loads (and flows) during the day, and lower loads at night when there is
less demand for electricity. This allows the reservoir level to “recover” for the
following day.
• As with the Duncan Reservoir, water levels in Bluefish Lake became slightly depleted
during the low water event of 2014-2016. This water level was fully recovered by the
fall of 2019, and remained high enough for some water to flow through the overflow
spillway throughout most of the winter.
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North Slave Electrical System
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The North Slave Electrical System includes power generation facilities at Snare,
Bluefish, Frank Channel, and Jackfish Lake in Yellowknife.
These generating facilities are connected to customers in Yellowknife, N’Dilo, Behchoko
and Dettah by transmission and distribution systems operated by NTPC and Northland
Utilities (Yellowknife).
To ensure system reliability, NTPC maintains sufficient local generating capacity to
supply customers if the transmission line connecting Snare Hydro to Yellowknife and
surrounding communities is out of service.
This capacity is provided by the Bluefish facility, combined with diesel power plants at
Jackfish Lake and Frank Channel.

23

North Slave Electrical System
• Operational approach is to maximize hydro input
and minimize diesel use
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Overall goal is to run as little diesel as possible
Output from the Bluefish facility supplements electricity generated at Snare Hydro,
reducing the need for diesel generation.
In most years, up to 97% of all the electricity supplied to customers on this system is
produced at Snare and Bluefish, making the North Slave Electrical System the cleanest
in northern Canada.
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Public Safety
• Public boat launch
on the south end
of Prosperous Lake
• Numerous
snowmobile trails
in the area
• Homes, cabins and
seasonal camps on
Prosperous Lake
and various lakes
in the area
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• Land use activities occurring near the facility include camping, hunting and fishing
during all seasons by local residents of Yellowknife, Dettah and N’dilo and tourists.
• There is a public boat launch on the south end of Prosperous Lake that is accessed by
NWT Highway #4 (shown in photo)
• There are several cabins and seasonal camps on the lakes around the facility and
cabins and homes on Prosperous Lake and the Yellowknife River south of the facility
• Canoeing occurs in the area with trips moving north or south through the Yellowknife
River system.
• Snowmobiling also occurs on numerous snowmobile trails in and around the facility
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Public Safety
• Anglers fish
Prosperous Lake,
Yellowknife River and
other surrounding
lakes for Lake Trout,
Northern Pike, Lake
Whitefish and Lake
Cisco
• The Yellowknife River
is closed to fishing in
September and
October between
Prosperous Lake and
Bluefish Lake
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• Anglers fish Prosperous Lake, the Yellowknife River and other surrounding lakes for
Lake Trout, Northern Pike, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco.
• The Yellowknife River is closed to fishing in September and October between
Prosperous Lake and Bluefish Lake
• Area is closed to protect spawning Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco. Lake
Whitefish and Lake Cisco shown in photo.
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Public Safety
• Public safety signage
and safety booms are
in place upstream and
downstream of the
facility
• Public is advised to
stay away from areas
downstream of the
generation plants and
spillway and upstream
of the headgate
• Recommended
portage avoids facility
ntpc.com |
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• Public Safety Signage is posted and safety booms are in place upstream and
downstream of the facility as approved by the MVLWB.
•

The public is advised to stay out of the areas downstream of the generation plants,
within the spillway and upstream of the headgate on Bluefish Lake as water levels
can change quickly and result in dangerous conditions. Dangerous ice condtions can
also be present in these areas in winter

• Travelers moving between Bluefish and Prosperous Lakes are advised to use the
recommended portage shown which avoids the facility, and is a safer route.
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Monitoring

• Surveillance Network
Program (SNP) and water
management forecasting
includes monitoring of
water levels in Duncan Lake,
Bluefish Lake and
Yellowknife River
• Water Survey of Canada
completes monitoring on
behalf of NTPC
• Flows derived from water
levels
• Quyta Lake gauge installed
in 2015 to expand
monitoring and improve
forecasting
• Results reported quarterly
and annually to the MVLWB
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• As part of the Surveillance Network Program (SNP) under water licence MV2005L40008 and the water management forecasting program for the facility water levels in
Duncan Lake, Bluefish Lake and Yellowknife River are monitored.
• Water level and inflow data for Bluefish and the Duncan Lake Reservoir comes from
monitoring stations operated by Environment and Natural Resources Canada (Water
Survey). NTPC pays for the operation and maintenance of these monitoring stations.
Duncan Lake has been monitored since 1975), Bluefish Lake has been monitored
since 1988), and Prosperous Lake has been monitored since 1939. Discharge rates
(flows) for each of the plants are derived from the measured level data.
• A new gauge was installed at the outlet from Quyta Lake in 2015 to expand the
portion of the YK River basin being monitored, with an eventual goal of increasing
forecasting accuracy for this system. The Quyta Lake gauge still requires additional
years of operation to incorporate it fully into NTPC’s forecasting system
• Monitoring and forecasting results are reported quarterly and annually to the
MVLWB to ensure the conditions of the water licence are being met.
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Monitoring
• Water licence MV2009L40004 and Fisheries Act
Authorization 09-HCAACA-00079 for the
construction of Bluefish
dam and spillway
required several
monitoring programs
including:
– Flow Monitoring Program
– Mercury Special Effects
Monitoring Program
– Fisheries Monitoring
Program
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Monitoring
• Flow Monitoring Program

– Implemented in 2011 to develop
rating curves for spillway gate
– Determined impact of flow on
fish habitat and Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO) approved flow rates

• Bluefish IFR Gate Minimum Flow
Standard Operating Procedure
– Developed and approved by DFO
in 2018
– Minimizes impacts to fish habitat
in the spillway while maximizing
the amount of water available to
the facility for generation
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• The Bluefish Flow Monitoring Program was implemented in 2011 to develop rating
curves to represent flow through the spillway gate, which determines the flow in the
spillway when Bluefish Lake is not spilling.
• Once the rating curves were developed the flow rates through the gate and in the
Bluefish spillway were assessed to determine the impact on fish habitat in the
spillway.
• The Bluefish IFR Gate Minimum Flow Standard Operating Procedure was developed
and approved by DFO in 2018 to minimize impacts to fish habitat in the spillway
while maximizing the amount of water available to the facility for generation
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Monitoring
• Mercury Special Effects Monitoring
Program
– Implemented in 2012 to measure
mercury levels in resident Bluefish
Lake fish following the inundation of
an area of the Yellowknife River

• Initial results indicated higher
mercury concentrations in Slimy
Sculpin
– Prompted a non-lethal game fish
tissue sampling program

• Total mercury concentrations in
Lake Trout and Northern Pike
muscle tissue was collected in 2011,
2012, 2016 and 2018
– All samples were below the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
guidelines for human consumption
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• The Bluefish Mercury Special Effects Monitoring Program was implemented in 2012
to measure mercury levels in resident Bluefish Lake fish following the flooding of an
small area of the Yellowknife River as part of the construction of the new dam.
• Initial results indicated higher mercury concentrations in Slimy Sculpin (small fish
low in the food chain pictured) which prompted a non-lethal game fish tissue
sampling program for Bluefish Lake.
• Total mercury concentrations in Lake Trout and Northern Pike muscle tissue was
collected in 2011, 2012, 2016 and 2018 and all samples were below the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency guidelines for human consumption.
• Mercury levels in Lake Trout and Slimy Sculpin declined steadily over the monitoring
period. Mercury levels in Northern Pike increased slightly in 2016 then declined
again in 2018
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Monitoring
• Dam Safety Monitoring
Program

– Required by WL and
Canadian Dam Safety
Guidelines
– Daily, weekly and monthly
checks of various
parameters and
measurements

• Annual Dam Safety
Inspection by third party
engineer
• Comprehensive Dam
Safety Review completed
every 7 years
– Bluefish DSR completed
2017
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• In accordance with the water licence and the Canadian Dam Safety Guidelines NTPC
has a dam safety monitoring in place at the Bluefish facility. NTPC has DSR programs
for all of its hydro facilities
• The program includes daily, weekly and monthly checks of various parameters and
measurements across the site. Site operators complete these checks alongside their
operational monitoring requirements and report them to the NTPC Dam Safety
Engineer.
• A yearly dam safety inspection is completed by a third party engineer and submitted
to the MVLWB with recommendations and results. Every seven years a
comprehensive dam safety review is completed for the facility.
• The last comprehensive dam safety review for the Bluefish facility was completed in
2017 and submitted to the MVLWB
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• Compensation Plan

Fish Habitat

– Installation of a rock shoal on
old dam to offset habitat
impacted by new dam
• Constructed in 2012
• Monitored 2013-2018
• Approved by DFO in 2018

• Fisheries Monitoring Program

– Characterized fish populations
in Bluefish Lake, Prosperous
Lake and the Yellowknife River
– Verified that areas
downstream of facility and in
lower spillway are very
productive spawning habitat
for adfluvial Lake Trout, Lake
Whitefish and Lake Cisco
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• A compensation plan was developed to create fish habitat to offset for the habitat
impacted by the installation of the new dam. The proposed compensation for the
construction of the dam involved the installation of a of rock shoal on the upstream
side of the old dam in Bluefish Lake.
• The shoal was constructed in 2012 using material from the old dam.
• Monitoring of fish habitat and use of the shoal took place from 2013 to 2018 when
DFO approved the results.
• The Fisheries Monitoring Program also included requirements to characterize and
protect fish populations in Bluefish Lake, Prosperous Lake and the Yellowknife River.
• The monitoring verified that areas downstream of the Bluefish facility and in the
lower spillway are the location of very productive spawning habitat for adfluvial (or
river spawing) Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco.
• Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco from Prosperous Lake and Lake Whitefish
and Lake Cisco from Great Slave Lake migrate to the area below the plants and
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spawn in large numbers in shallow flowing water which is uncommon for these
normally lake spawning species.
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Fish Habitat
• Bluefish Planned Shutdown
Standard Operating Procedure

– Implemented in 2016 to avoid
adverse impacts Lake Trout, Lake
Whitefish and Lake Cisco spawning
below the plants

• Monitoring results showed that
eggs were dying in lower spillway
• Investigation was completed to
determine the cause

– Substrate composition was major
driver in egg survival and was more
important than flow rate (initially
thought to the main factor)

• Pilot study was conducted to
investigate the effectiveness of
artificial spawning beds
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• The Bluefish Planned Shutdown Standard Operating Procedure was implemented in
2016 to avoid any adverse impacts to the Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish and Lake Cisco
spawning below the plants.
• The monitoring also discovered that eggs were dying in the lower spillway in an area
known as Reach 1. An investigation was completed to determine the causes behind
the death of eggs in the lower spillway and it was determined that substrate
composition was major driver in egg survival and was more important than the flow
rate which was initially thought to the main driver.
•

A pilot study was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of artificial spawning
beds as a mitigation measure for adfluvial spawning Lake Trout, Lake Cisco and Lake
Whitefish.
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Fish Habitat
• Pilot Study

– Artificial spawning habitat was
constructed in 2017 and 2018
– Evaluated in 2019 and 2020 to
measure the effectiveness as
egg incubation habitat

• Study was successful as egg
densities and survival rates
were higher in the installed
habitat versus natural areas of
the Bluefish Spillway
• Installed habitat increased
spawning productivity of the
lower spillway
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• As part of the study artificial spawning habitat was designed and constructed in 2017
and 2018.
• The habitat was monitored and evaluated in 2019 and 2020 to measure the
effectiveness of the spawning beds as egg incubation habitat.
• The monitoring showed that the egg densities and egg survival rates were higher in
the artificial installed habitat areas versus nearby natural areas of the Bluefish
Spillway
• The results illustrated that the installed habitat areas were successful in mitigating
egg mortality and eliminated areas where very high egg mortality had been
occurring.
• This increased the productivity for spawning fish in the Lower spillway
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Upcoming Projects
• The Bluefish G1 Life
Extension Project is
planned for 2022

– Could be pushed back to
2023 due to COVID-19

• Will refurbish the G1 plant
to extend its life another
50 years
• Construction camp will be
utilized for project
• Potential output of the G1
plant will increase slightly
to 4 MW
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• The Bluefish G1 Life Extension Project is planned for 2022 but could be pushed back
to 2023 due to COVID-19
• This project will refurbish the G1 plant to extend its life for another 50 years and
improve its reliability by replacing obsolete and deteriorating components.
• The project will include the replacement of the turbine runner and other key
infrastructure within the plant, it also include a refurbishment of the G1
powerhouse.
• The Bluefish construction camp will be refurbished and used to accommodate
workers during the project
• The potential output of the G1 plant will increase slightly to 4 MW after the Bluefish
G1 Life Extension Project.
• There will be minimal impact to flow rates through the plant with the exception of
during a shutdown while construction activities associated with the project are
completed.
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Upcoming Projects
• No major projects are
currently planned for
the headgate,
penstock or G2 plant
• Habitat compensation
shoal downstream of
the G1 plant proposed
offsetting in Taltson
Fisheries Act
Authorization
• Awaiting approval
from DFO
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• No major projects are currently planned for the headgate, penstock or G2 plant
• A habitat compensation shoal downstream of the G1 plant was proposed in the
Taltson Fisheries Act Authorization which is still awaiting approval from DFO.
• This shoal would be the installation of artificial habitat below the plants similar to
what has already been constructed in the lower spillway
• Once approval is granted NTPC will move forward with implementation
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Participants
• Doug Prendergast,
Communications Manager, NTPC
• Eileen Hendry- Manager, System
Control, NTPC
• Rick Santiago, Hydro Asset
Manager, NTPC
• Matthew Miller- Senior
Environmental Licensing
Specialist, NTPC
• Damian Panayi- Project
Manager/Wildlife Biologist,
Golder Associates Ltd.
• Kevin Rattray- Environmental
Engineer, Golder Associates Ltd.
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Doug Prendergast, Communications Manager, NTPC
Eileen Hendry- Manager, System Control, NTPC
Rick Santiago, Hydro Asset Manager, NTPC
Matthew Miller- Senior Environmental Licensing Specialist, NTPC
Damian Panayi- Project Manager/Wildlife Biologist, Golder Associates Ltd.
Kevin Rattray- Environmental Engineer, Golder Associates Ltd
Also mention technical support provided by Golder
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• No major projects are currently planned for the headgate, penstock or G2 plant
• A habitat compensation shoal downstream of the G1 plant was proposed in the
Taltson Fisheries Act Authorization which is still awaiting approval from DFO.
• Once approval is granted NTPC will move forward with implementation and
construction of a an artificial habitat shoal similar to those constructed in the pilot
study as outlined in the figure
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Question and Answer Period
• Questions from throughout the presentation will be
posted and answered
• Please type additional questions into the “Ask a
question” bar and include your name
• Email engagement@ntpc.com for more info

ntpc.com |
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APPENDIX D
BLUEFISH HYDROELECTRIC FACILITY- 2020 WATER LICENCE RENEWAL
ENGAGEMENT MEETING AGENDAS/MINUTES

June 3, 2020
Bluefish Water Licence Renewal
Stakeholder Engagement Agenda
Tlicho Meeting- June 3, 2020
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introductions
Overview
Water Licence Renewal Timeline
Water Licence Renewal Package
Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Questions, comments or Items of Interest for Tlicho
Any Additional Items

1-Introductions
• Violet Camsell-Blondin, Manager, Lands Regulatory Department, Tlicho Government (attended
via skype, no video)
o Signature
• Longinus Ekwe, Regulatory Specialist, Tlicho Government (attended via skype, with video)
o Signature
• Eileen Hendry, System Control Manager, NTPC (attended via skype, with video)
o Signature
• Matthew Miller, Senior Environmental Licensing Specialist, NTPC (attended via skype, with video)

•

o Signature
Doug Prendergast, Communications Manager, NTPC (attended via skype, no video)
o Signature

Notes/comments/questions:

2- Overview
The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) owns and operates the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility.
The facility, which is located 39 km north of Yellowknife at the north end of Prosperous Lake on the
Yellowknife River, contributes power to the North Slave electrical system.
The facility operates under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) water licence
MV2005L4-0008, which regulates the storage and diversion of water for hydroelectric power generation
and associated uses. The facility and associated winter road are regulated under MVLWB land use permit
MV2017X-0005.
Water Licence MV2005L4-0008 was issued in April, 2006 and expires on April 2, 2021. NTPC is preparing
a water licence renewal application package for the continued operation of the hydro facility. This meeting
is to provide information and gather input for the application from Tlicho.

Notes/comments/questions:

3- Water Licence Renewal Timeline
This will be updated based on the workplan created by the MVLWB upon submission of the application.

June 3, 2020
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

April 2020
o Complete project plan and verify engagement list with MVLWB.
o Discuss and confirm application requirements with MVLWB staff.
May 8, 2020
o Send out initial engagement letter to all Stakeholders.
May 28, 2020
o Send out Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information
Package to all stakeholders
June 1-12, 2020
o Complete engagement meeting with key stakeholders for Bluefish water licence
June 11 and 12, 2020
o Complete Public Webinar Engagement Meetings
o Thursday June 11, 7- 830 pm and Friday June 12, 2-330pm
o Details for meetings sent to all stakeholders through email, promoted to public through
radio and newspaper advertisements and through NTPC Social Media Accounts
June 26, 2020
o NTPC to submit full water licence application to MVLWB
July 2020
o MVLWB will submit completed application package for public review on the MVLWB
Online Review System
o MVLWB will generate a work plan for the renewal
August 2020
o NTPC will respond to comments by reviewers.
August/September 2020
o Technical Session for Bluefish water licence renewal will be held.
October 2020
o NTPC will respond to Information Requests from the Technical Session.
December/January 2021
o A Public Hearing will be held to determine the draft conditions of the water licence and
provide reviewers and the public a forum to comment on the water licence and its
requirements.
Late January/February 2021
o MVLWB will put the draft WL out for review and comment Online Review System.
o NTPC will have the opportunity to provide comments, as well as respond to reviewer
comments.
February/March 2021
o MVLWB Review of application, comments on application, Technical Session and Public
Hearing.
March 2021
o Issuance of new Water Licence for the Bluefish Hydro Facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
Longinus- What will be the format for the public presentations, how many people do we expect attend?
Matt- Meeting format with Microsoft teams public meeting format, people can sign in, view presentation
and ask questions

June 3, 2020
Doug- NTPC is unsure of meeting numbers as this is a new format. Meeting will be promoted through
various avenues but number attendees is currently unknown.
Longinus- Will you engage the Tlicho Elders, and if so how will you ensure they can access the
presentation
Matt- NTPC would like to meet directly with key stakeholders such as Tlicho (such as this meeting).
Elders are welcome to join the public session for more information. If there are any issues with joining or
Tlicho would like more engagement from NTPC please inform NTPC and we can work on providing more
information or setting up further meetings.
Violet – Would the public hearing be in Yellowknife, NT.
Matt- Yes if it is held in person it will be Yellowknife, NT.

4- Water Licence Renewal Package
Documents included in the water licence application package include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed Water Licence application form and application fee
Land lease and Land Use Permit documents
General Site Diagrams and GIS Data
Engagement Plan
Engagement Log
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Baseline Environmental Monitoring Report
Spill Contingency Plan
Waste Management Plan
Public Safety Plan
Emergency Preparedness Plan
Operations, Maintenance and Surveillance Plan
2017 Bluefish Dam Safety Review
Details for any planned upgrades or changes to facility
Conceptual Restoration and Abandonment Plan
Hydro Questionnaire

Notes/comments/questions:
Violet- There is no information on traditional knowledge within the application package. The project is
within the Mǫwhí Gogha Dè Nı˛ı˛tłèè Boundary area of the Tłıc̨hǫ Land Use Plan. As per Tlicho
regulations traditional knowledge should be included in submissions. It would benefit NTPC to include
some traditional knowledge on the application and include some wording that states “traditional
knowledge is welcome and will be considered”
Matt- NTPC can include a traditional knowledge section in the Summary of Environmental Impacts and
Baseline Environmental Monitoring Report and include some wording as stated above. There is rich
traditional knowledge of the area. That is a very good recommendation.
Violet- Requirement for traditional knowledge is present in the resource management act, it helpful to give
people an opportunity to take part and provide information

June 3, 2020
Doug- Violet, any thoughts on appropriate ways to reach out to elders and gather traditional knowledge
during current times when face to face meetings are not possible due to COVID
Violet- This same situation is occurring at Diavik for a current renewal. They have a panel that is working
on this. They are working to make technology available to elders in the community as the offices are
closed to coordinate with the elders. Deadline of September to gather traditional knowledge for the
application. Waiting for more info, technology can be a challenge, sometime the family members can put
them on video. Telephone calls may work.
Currently a unprecedented amount of death in community which makes it not a very good time to
complete regulatory engagement which makes it difficult to focus and bring the attention of the people.
Maybe after COVID this may be easier, looking at schedule December hearing may be easier to be
involved in the process.
Doug- Thank you for info, NTPC wants to ensure we are working to include as many people as possible
which can be difficult given current conditions.
Violet- A death occurred on Saturday, skidoo death on Sunday. People will not be favorable to provide
information in time of mourning. NTPC is making an effort but it can be a tough time to engage with
people as people are emerging from spring, death in the communities this may have impacted the
amount of feedback.
Doug- Is May a bad time to do engagement?
Violet- People are on the land in the spring duck hunting, goose hunting, and hunting other wildlife in the
area, muskrat hunting, beaver hunting, hide tanning, people are on the land to harvest.
Longinus- Have there been any issues with water levels identified from the SNP reporting
Matt- SNP is reported to the MVLWB quarterly and annually and all reports are available publicly online.
Eileen- No issues have been identified in SNP reporting. There was low years in 2014-2016 in the North
Slave region but the water levels were not as low in the Bluefish basin as they were in Snare Basin. In
recent years water levels have returned to more normal values, inflows that are more than adequate and
not approaching any limits of the water licence at times Bluefish is spilling more than is used.

5- Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Refer to Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information Package.

Notes/comments/questions:
Doug- Would be helpful to summarize some key points of the meeting
Matt- Good point we touched on including Traditional knowledge in the application earlier and said we
would include a section in the environmental report and be open to gathering more TK as part of future
programs. We spoke about elders access to public sessions earlier is there anything else to cover on that
topic?
Violet- All applications go to the Tlicho resource management committee. Tlicho also has the ability to
review the information on ORS. There is a meeting scheduled for June 18 with the committee, we will

June 3, 2020
provide a brief comment on the applications before us, including Bluefish, and if they want more
information we get direction on how to proceed. Sometimes staff recommend that application should be
reviewed further or certain actions taken as well.
Tlicho will take part in the comments section of the ORS, if required we may also take part in Technical
Session and hearing. If Tlicho government decides to participate further or requires more information we
will contact you to request for more info
Matt- Appreciate the help on the Snare LUP and quarry permit applications as well, let us know if there is
any other info we can provide.

6- Questions, Comments or Items of Interest for Tlicho

Notes/comments/questions:

7- Any Additional Items

Notes/comments/questions
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June 9, 2020
Bluefish Water Licence Renewal
Stakeholder Engagement Agenda
North Slave Métis Alliance Meeting- June 9, 2020
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introductions
Overview
Water Licence Renewal Timeline
Water Licence Renewal Package
Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Questions, comments or Items of Interest for NSMA
Any Additional Items

1-Introductions
• Jessica Hurtubise, NSMA
• Adelaide Mufandaedza, NSMA
• Eileen Hendry, NTPC
• Doug Prendergast, NTPC
• Matthew Miller, NTPC
Notes/comments/questions:

2- Overview
The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) owns and operates the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility.
The facility, which is located 39 km north of Yellowknife at the north end of Prosperous Lake on the
Yellowknife River, contributes power to the North Slave electrical system.
The facility operates under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) water licence
MV2005L4-0008, which regulates the storage and diversion of water for hydroelectric power generation
and associated uses. The facility and associated winter road are regulated under MVLWB land use permit
MV2017X-0005.
Water Licence MV2005L4-0008 was issued in April, 2006 and expires on April 2, 2021. NTPC is preparing
a water licence renewal application package for the continued operation of the hydro facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
None

3- Water Licence Renewal Timeline
This will be updated based on the workplan created by the MVLWB upon submission of the application.
•
•

April 2020
o Complete project plan and verify engagement list with MVLWB.
o Discuss and confirm application requirements with MVLWB staff.
May 8, 2020
o Send out initial engagement letter to all Stakeholders.

June 9, 2020
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

May 28, 2020
o Send out Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information
Package to all stakeholders
June 1-12, 2020
o Complete engagement meeting with key stakeholders for Bluefish water licence
June 11 and 12, 2020
o Complete Public Webinar Engagement Meetings
o Thursday June 11, 7- 830 pm and Friday June 12, 2-330pm
o Details for meetings sent to all stakeholders through email, promoted to public through
radio and newspaper advertisements and through NTPC Social Media Accounts
June 26, 2020
o NTPC to submit full water licence application to MVLWB
July 2020
o MVLWB will submit completed application package for public review on the MVLWB
Online Review System
o MVLWB will generate a work plan for the renewal
August 2020
o NTPC will respond to comments by reviewers.
August/September 2020
o Technical Session for Bluefish water licence renewal will be held.
October 2020
o NTPC will respond to Information Requests from the Technical Session.
December/January 2021
o A Public Hearing will be held to determine the draft conditions of the water licence and
provide reviewers and the public a forum to comment on the water licence and its
requirements.
Late January/February 2021
o MVLWB will put the draft WL out for review and comment Online Review System.
o NTPC will have the opportunity to provide comments, as well as respond to reviewer
comments.
February/March 2021
o MVLWB Review of application, comments on application, Technical Session and Public
Hearing.
March 2021
o Issuance of new Water Licence for the Bluefish Hydro Facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
None

4- Water Licence Renewal Package
Documents included in the water licence application package include:
•
•
•
•
•

Completed Water Licence application form and application fee
Land lease and Land Use Permit documents
General Site Diagrams and GIS Data
Engagement Plan
Engagement Log

June 9, 2020
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of Environmental Impacts and Baseline Environmental Monitoring Report
Spill Contingency Plan
Waste Management Plan
Public Safety Plan
Emergency Preparedness Plan
Operations, Maintenance and Surveillance Plan
2017 Bluefish Dam Safety Review
Details for any planned upgrades or changes to facility
Conceptual Restoration and Abandonment Plan
Hydro Questionnaire

Notes/comments/questions:
J- Appreciate the time taken to layout the water licence renewal package in an easy to digest forum. This
is helpful information for NSMA to have.
J- NSMA Members are very interested in fish runs and populations in the area as it used for fishing. It is
positive to see that work is going into maintaining and developing the fisheries in the area and avoid harm
to spawning areas

5- Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Refer to Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information Package.
Notes/comments/questions:
.
J – Are there any plans for additional construction of fish spawning habitat around the facility
M- NTPC completed the habitat installation at the direction of DFO. There are currently no requirements
to install any more habitat. In the lower spillway there is also no more area to install habitat as any
location with bedrock in the spawning area had gravel installed on it. NTPC has proposed to install
addition habitat below the plants similar to what has been installed as part of the Taltson Fisheries Act
Authorization which is currently awaiting approval from DFO.
J -Just to verify except for the G1 project and the extended shutdown the operation of the facility will
remain the same under the new licence and there are no major changes proposed.
E- That is correct, with upcoming construction project there will be a short change in operations during the
project with the shutdown and more staff on site. After the project is completed the amount of water going
through the plant wil remain the same but there will slight increase in the generation of the plant as the
plant will be more efficient. output of the plant
A – Thanks for the information package was helpful and good communication of data
J – Just recently had a call with DFO biologist about project looking to investigate Inconnu coming back to
the Yellowknife River. Have you seen any evidence of Inconnu in your work?

June 9, 2020
M- The diamond mines in the area have done extensive work on looking into a reintroduction program for
Inconnu coming back to the Yellowknife River as part of one of their Fisheries Act Authorizations. NTPC
has not observed any Inconnu in field observations.
J- Study would use Environmental DNA similar to the one NSMA spoke to NTPC about last year
M- Environmental DNA is being used on some projects on the south side of the lake as well.
J- If there are no large changes in the operations and licence NSMA does not anticipate any major
comments. If no comments will leave note on the ORS review.

6- Questions, Comments or Items of Interest for NSMA

Notes/comments/questions:
J- NSMA team will reach out the NSMA board, team will provide input to the board but as of now nothing
that stand outs
Ad- Not at present anything to add
D- good to hear package provides info but is understandable
7- Any Additional Items

Notes/comments/questions

June 10, 2020
Bluefish Water Licence Renewal
Stakeholder Engagement Agenda
ENR Meeting- June 10, 2020
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introductions
Overview
Water Licence Renewal Timeline
Water Licence Renewal Package
Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Questions, comments or Items of Interest for ENR
Any Additional Items

1-Introductions
• Bryana Matthews, Regulatory and Science Advisor, ENR
• David-Scott McQuinn, Water Resources Officer, North Slave, ENR
• Eileen Hendry, NTPC
• Matthew Miller, NTPC
Notes/comments/questions:
Discussions regarding Snow surveys that NTPC and ENR complete every March for the Snare and
Bluefish basins. Comments on how the 2020 survey went with challenges from COVID-19.
All attendees introducing themselves and providing some background on position/involvement in the
bluefish WL renewal.
2- Overview
The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) owns and operates the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility.
The facility, which is located 39 km north of Yellowknife at the north end of Prosperous Lake on the
Yellowknife River, contributes power to the North Slave electrical system.
The facility operates under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) water licence
MV2005L4-0008, which regulates the storage and diversion of water for hydroelectric power generation
and associated uses. The facility and associated winter road are regulated under MVLWB land use permit
MV2017X-0005.
Water Licence MV2005L4-0008 was issued in April, 2006 and expires on April 2, 2021. NTPC is preparing
a water licence renewal application package for the continued operation of the hydro facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
D-Who has NTPC included as key stakeholders and who have them included in the engagement
process?
M- Dave and Bryana have you received the engagement emails?
D- Received some info from Heather
B- 4th of June Patrick Clancy sent out email on file

June 10, 2020

D- Include both Heather and myself moving forward in the process
B- Include Patrick and Rick in the process moving forward they assign internally
M- Provided a brief overview of engagement process to date including timelines, stakeholders and plans
moving forward. Key stakeholders which NTPC has or will have meetings with include Tlicho, NSMA,
DFO, ENR, Yk Dene. Public Sessions June 11 and 12. Info package to all stakeholders.

3- Water Licence Renewal Timeline
This will be updated based on the workplan created by the MVLWB upon submission of the application.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

April 2020
o Complete project plan and verify engagement list with MVLWB.
o Discuss and confirm application requirements with MVLWB staff.
May 8, 2020
o Send out initial engagement letter to all Stakeholders.
May 28, 2020
o Send out Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information
Package to all stakeholders
June 1-12, 2020
o Complete engagement meeting with key stakeholders for Bluefish water licence
June 11 and 12, 2020
o Complete Public Webinar Engagement Meetings
o Thursday June 11, 7- 830 pm and Friday June 12, 2-330pm
o Details for meetings sent to all stakeholders through email, promoted to public through
radio and newspaper advertisements and through NTPC Social Media Accounts
June 26, 2020
o NTPC to submit full water licence application to MVLWB
July 2020
o MVLWB will submit completed application package for public review on the MVLWB
Online Review System
o MVLWB will generate a work plan for the renewal
August 2020
o NTPC will respond to comments by reviewers.
August/September 2020
o Technical Session for Bluefish water licence renewal will be held.
October 2020
o NTPC will respond to Information Requests from the Technical Session.
December/January 2021
o A Public Hearing will be held to determine the draft conditions of the water licence and
provide reviewers and the public a forum to comment on the water licence and its
requirements.
Late January/February 2021
o MVLWB will put the draft WL out for review and comment Online Review System.
o NTPC will have the opportunity to provide comments, as well as respond to reviewer
comments.
February/March 2021
o MVLWB Review of application, comments on application, Technical Session and Public
Hearing.

June 10, 2020
•

March 2021
o Issuance of new Water Licence for the Bluefish Hydro Facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
B- Given that there is a Public Hearing in timeline, this must be a this a type A WL. After the technical
session interventions will be submitted to the board, NTPC will complete a response to interventions. If
there are no interventions, there is a possibility that no hearing is required. After the hearing and after
review, closing arguments take place. Then the licence will go to Minister for sign off. Given timelines
presented it may be cutting it close if there are any delays in the process.
M- Some of the details provided were left out of the timeline just for simplicity but all of the above process
will be followed and it is clear you are experienced in the process. NTPC has been working with the
MVLWB since early 2020 on timelines for the Bluefish application. Initially an early June 2020 deadline
was agreed upon but due to delays from lack of capacity from COVID-19 and ransomware attack that has
has NTPC systems down since April 30 submission was delayed until June 26, 2020. NTPC
acknowledges that the timelines are tight but is doing the best it can with the resources it has and will
continue open communication throughout the process
4- Water Licence Renewal Package
Documents included in the water licence application package include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed Water Licence application form and application fee
Land lease and Land Use Permit documents
General Site Diagrams and GIS Data
Engagement Plan
Engagement Log
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Baseline Environmental Monitoring Report
Spill Contingency Plan
Waste Management Plan
Public Safety Plan
Emergency Preparedness Plan
Operations, Maintenance and Surveillance Plan
2017 Bluefish Dam Safety Review
Details for any planned upgrades or changes to facility
Conceptual Restoration and Abandonment Plan
Hydro Questionnaire

Notes/comments/questions:
B- In regarded the details for any planned upgrades or changes to facility submission are there any plans
for any other large projects other than the G1 Life Extension Project?
M- No as of right now only major project planned is the G1 Life Extension Project. This project will focus
work within the G1 plant and the plant itself, the construction camp from the 2012 dam work will be
operational again which will require a LUP amendment
D- When is the next DSR required and will there be any drilling required?
M- Last DSR completed in 2016, next DSR in 2023

June 10, 2020

E- Steel membrane dam, not rock core or gravel so drilling will not be required
M- All recommendations and NTPC response to action items will be included in the submission as well
B- Camp could trigger a WL, include it in this application. Any camp over 50 people triggers Type B WL.
E- Camp capacity should be less that 50
B- Updated WL will look a bit different than current one and will be in accordance with updated WL
template
M- NTPC expects update conditio and different template as was the case with the recent Jackfish WL
renewal which renewed after 25 years. The new WL was very different from the the old. NTPC expects
change and updates to the template but does want to work to ensure that the new conditions and
requirements are realistic and scoped to the Bluefish operations, ie this is not a new facility or a mine
B- Some proponents submit a copy of existing licence with changes
M- As of right now we don’t plan to submit draft WL
E- Current operational flow management techniques and fisheries mitigations will remain
M- Since the last WL NTPC has implemented updated process, SOP’s and documents as well
D- For the G1 facility project will there be additional fuel storage required on site?
M- Shouldn’t need it
E- More fuel storage at bluefish than Snare, 5 bulk tanks on site at Bluefish and only using 2 so shouldn’t
eb required.
M- Existing camp and fueld was a part of WL for dam
E- Tanks will be inspected before we fill them
5- Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Refer to Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information Package.
Notes/comments/questions:
none
6- Questions, Comments or Items of Interest for ENR
Notes/comments/questions:
M- any additional notes/comments/questions on behlf of ENR. Is there any topics NTPC should focus on
for the renewal?
D- Will follow up with Heather and others and get back to NTPC

June 10, 2020
B- Will follow up with team and get back to NTPC if anything comes up on scope or renewal and/or any
updates
M- Are there any changes in requirements, any new requirements from ENR we can expect
D- Will check with team
B- Will check with team
M- Would ENR be opposed to no AEMP or an alter AEMP
B- ENR supports an AEMP fit to the scope of the licence in line with the risk of the project and effects to
ecosystem, fit to the scope of operations
M- ENR ECCC was good work with for AEMP for Jackfish. NTPC always like to work directly with
regulators when possible to stream line the regulatory and renewal process. Feel free to contact us if you
have any topics to discuss for renewal
7- Any Additional Items

Notes/comments/questions

June 23, 2020
Bluefish Water Licence Renewal
Stakeholder Engagement Agenda
YK Dene Meeting- June 23, 2020
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introductions
Overview
Water Licence Renewal Timeline
Water Licence Renewal Package
Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Questions, comments or Items of Interest for YK Dene
Any Additional Items

1-Introductions
Matt Miller- Senior Environmental Licensing Specialist, NTPC
Jason Skaggs- CEO, Yellowknives Dene First Nation
Doug Prendergast- Manger of Communications, NTPC
Paul Gruner- President and CEO, Deton’Cho Corporation
Sarah Gillis- Director of Environmental Management, Yellowknives Dene First Nation
Ryan Miller- Environmental Project Coordinator, Yellowknives Dene First Nation
Notes/comments/questions:
None

2- Overview
The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) owns and operates the Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility.
The facility, which is located 39 km north of Yellowknife at the north end of Prosperous Lake on the
Yellowknife River, contributes power to the North Slave electrical system.
The facility operates under the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) water licence
MV2005L4-0008, which regulates the storage and diversion of water for hydroelectric power generation
and associated uses. The facility and associated winter road are regulated under MVLWB land use permit
MV2017X-0005.
Water Licence MV2005L4-0008 was issued in April, 2006 and expires on April 2, 2021. NTPC is preparing
a water licence renewal application package for the continued operation of the hydro facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
None
3- Water Licence Renewal Timeline
This will be updated based on the workplan created by the MVLWB upon submission of the application.
•

April 2020
o Complete project plan and verify engagement list with MVLWB.
o Discuss and confirm application requirements with MVLWB staff.

June 23, 2020
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

May 8, 2020
o Send out initial engagement letter to all Stakeholders.
May 28, 2020
o Send out Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information
Package to all stakeholders
June 1-12, 2020
o Complete engagement meeting with key stakeholders for Bluefish water licence
June 11 and 12, 2020
o Complete Public Webinar Engagement Meetings
o Thursday June 11, 7- 830 pm and Friday June 12, 2-330pm
o Details for meetings sent to all stakeholders through email, promoted to public through
radio and newspaper advertisements and through NTPC Social Media Accounts
June 26, 2020
o NTPC to submit full water licence application to MVLWB
July 2020
o MVLWB will submit completed application package for public review on the MVLWB
Online Review System
o MVLWB will generate a work plan for the renewal
August 2020
o NTPC will respond to comments by reviewers.
August/September 2020
o Technical Session for Bluefish water licence renewal will be held.
October 2020
o NTPC will respond to Information Requests from the Technical Session.
December/January 2021
o A Public Hearing will be held to determine the draft conditions of the water licence and
provide reviewers and the public a forum to comment on the water licence and its
requirements.
Late January/February 2021
o MVLWB will put the draft WL out for review and comment Online Review System.
o NTPC will have the opportunity to provide comments, as well as respond to reviewer
comments.
February/March 2021
o MVLWB Review of application, comments on application, Technical Session and Public
Hearing.
March 2021
o Issuance of new Water Licence for the Bluefish Hydro Facility.

Notes/comments/questions:
None

5- Water Licence Renewal Information Package
Refer to Bluefish Hydroelectric Facility- 2020 Water Licence Renewal Information Package.

Notes/comments/questions:
Matt- Did everyone receive the information package?

June 23, 2020
Paul- I may not have received the info package
Matt- Will send out again to all meeting participants
Jason- YK Dene is interested in pursuing economic opportunities as part of the water licence renewal and
pursuing an equity ownership position.
Matt- Economic opportunities will be available in 2022/2023 G1refurbishment project. Will pass to Doug
for further response.
Doug- The water licensing process is not really designed for economic opportunities so there wont be
much possibility in this phase for economic opportunities. There will be economic and business
opportunities for YK Dene in the 2022/2023 G1 refurbishment project. We would be happy to set up a
separate meeting involving the right NTPC employees to discuss this matter further. Any ownership
discussion and decision would ultimately include the GNWT as NTPC is 100% owned by the GNWT.
Jason- There is a historical context as past chiefs have made agreements in the past. Who is your
Minister?
Doug- The Honourable Shane Thompson is the Minister responsible for the NWT Hydro Corporation and
Northwest Territories Power Corporation.
Jason/Paul- YK Dene will look to set up a meeting between the Minister and Chief to discuss and build on
past meetings.
Sarah- No concerns with information package
Ryan- No concerns with information package
Paul- YK DFN and Deton’cho would like to pursue contracts for the 2022/2023 G1 refurbishment project.
Doug- Several other refurbishments need to be completed first for NTPC such as Taltson and Snare
Forks. The Bluefish G1 project is in the very early stages of planning but NTPC will keep this in mind
further in the process.
Jason- Paul and myself will look to set up a couple meetings internally on the topic of equity ownership
then work to set up a meeting with Shayne Thompson.
Doug- We are governed by a Board of Directors, who would be actively involved in any discussions about
changes to the ownership of NTPC. Chair of the NTPC Board of Directors is Joe Dragon who also serves
as Deputy Minister of Infrastructure.

6- Questions, Comments or Items of Interest for YK Dene
Notes/comments/questions:
Matt- Any other topics of discussion or importance for YK Dene that should be reflected in the WL
process
Jason - Does NTPC expect much difference in the new licence from the existing one for Bluefish?

June 23, 2020
Matt- The licence itself will look different as the template for water licences has changed since NTPC was
last issued the Bluefish Licence. It will be longer and likely contain some additional conditions but overall
it should be similar as the operations of the facility are not expected to change except for the extended
shutdown for the Bluefish G1 project. Environmentally, Bluefish is a positive story with all of the fisheries
work that has been completed including the installation of successful spawning habitat which has
improved the productivity of the area.
Jason- Would there be any opportunities to involve elders in the engagement process to have them learn
more about what work has been completed and involve them in the fisheries work?
Matt- NTPC would like to include elders however possible, how do you forsee this working for YKDFN?
Jason- A site tour would be helpful to better understand the facility and environmental and fisheries work
that has been completed around facility. This tour could include a couple elders, youth and Sarah and
Ryan.
Matt- Under normal circumstances this would be no issue as YKDFN is a key stakeholder of the facility
but access to hydro sites is currently regulated by COVID-19 protocols. We will follow up internally to see
if this is currently possible
Doug- Could be a challenge to complete in the next few months given COVID-19 restrictions but will
follow up to see if it is possible.
Matt- Would YKDFN possibly be able to provide their own transportation across Prosperous Lake?
Jason- This could be possible
Matt/Doug- NTPC would like to provide this site tour as part of the engagement and will look into when it
may be possible given current COVID-19 restrictions.
7- Any Additional Items

Notes/comments/questions

